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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
The study of special functions grew up with the calculus 
and is consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. In 
the nineteenth century, it flourished as a part of the theory of 
complex variables. In the second half of the twentieth century 
it has received a new impetus from a connection with Lie groups, 
set theory, and a connection with averages of elementary func-
tions. A branch of mathematics which has many applications in 
other fields owes much of its durability and growth to its 
usefulness in physical science. Specially, hypergeometrie 
series in one and more variables occur frequently in a wide 
variety of problems in theoretical physics, applied mathematics, 
engineering sciences, Statistics and Operations research. 
Motivated by a vast field of applications of these hyper-
geometric functions, many research workers obtained generating 
functions, expansions, transformations and reduction formulae for 
some general one and many-parameter sequences of functions. 
This thesis aims at presenting a systematic introduction 
to several interesting and useful applications of the various 
methods of obtaining linear, bilinear, bilateral or mixed multi-
lateral generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences 
of special functions and polynomials in one two and more variables 
A number of expansions, transformations and reduction formulae for 
(ii) 
doo^igi triple and quadruple hypergeometric functions are also 
presented and various interesting special cases are deduced. Some 
known results are consequences of our findings and many more known 
or new results can be obtained by specializing the parameters or 
the variables or both. 
The definitions anc!> notations of special functions, their 
convergence and the primary tools needed to deduce our results 
are introduced in Chapter 1, 
In Chapter 2, we obtain a finite summation of triple hyper-
geometric series F '' of Srivastava [89] in terms of Kampe de 
Fe'riet's double hypergeometric series. On specializing our main 
result, a number of finite sums of Kampe' de Fe'riet's double poly-
nomials in terms of different kind of single hypergeometric poly-
nomials of higher order are obtained. Thus our main result is 
capable of yielding a number of finite sums involving hypergeometric 
polynomials of Appell, Krall and Frink, Rainville, Gegenbauer, 
generalized Rice, Shively's Pseudo --Laguerre, Bateman, generalized 
Lagueree and Jacobi. A number of known results of Manocha and 
Sharma [53], [56], Munot [60], Pathan [63], Qureshi [66], Qureshi 
and Pathan [67] and Srivastava [93] are special cases of our main 
result. Besides treating these polynomials, certain correct forms 
of results of Pathan [64] also follov/ as consequences of our main 
result. 
( i i i ) 
Motivated by in te res t ing uses of wellknown theorems of 
Whipple [103] and Bailey [ 7 ] , many theorems and r e su l t s in spec ia l 
functions appeared in several subsequent works inc luding, for 
example, [78] , [79] , [80] , [84] , [95] and [42 ] . In Chapter 3 , we 
apply theorems of Whipple and Bailey and obtained ce r t a in t r a n s -
formations and reductions of Kampe' de F e r i e t ' s and Exton's double 
s e r i e s and Sr ivas t ava ' s t r i p l e s e r i e s . A large c lasses of t r a n s -
formation of Kampe de F e r i e t ' s F ' * , L a u r i c e l l a ' s FA, 
X. m^li •* 
A: B*C 
Lauricella - Saran's F„, F^, F^, F,,, F.,, Exton's G * * , 
E' G' K M' N F: G;H 
Horn's /t/^ , Jains 3(|> and 3(j) and generalized hypergeometric 
series p^q arise as special cases of our transformations. Some 
known results of Baweja [lO] and Bailey [6] are also consequences 
of our results. 
In chapter 4, some generating functions for hypergeometric 
polynomials are obtained by using a method in which a generating 
function is decomposed into two generating functions. This tech-
nique was applied earlier by Lardner [45], Carlson [17], Manocha 
[51], Manocha and Jain [52], Sharma [81], Srivastava [96], Sharma 
[82] and Mano'cha and Sharma [57]. Some linear generating func-
tions for even and odd hypergeometric polynomials of Rainville 
and Hermite are thus obtained. Some more generating functions 
are obtained in terms of double hypergeometric functions F4 of 
Appell, Yi*'^2 °^ Humbert and H of Horn. 
(iv) 
In continuation of Chapter 4, some bilinear and bilateral 
generating functions of double and triple hypergeometrie series 
are obtained in Chapter 5, with the help of three general theorems 
which include as special cases many known results of Chatterjea [l8], 
Saran [74] [75], Mathur [58], Brafman [l2], Carlitz [l5], Halim and 
Al-Salam [33], Manocha [49], jVlanocha and Sharma [54], and Srivastava 
and Manocha [lOO]. The earlier works of Chatterjea [iS] and Saran 
[74] contain several general classes of ultraspherical and other 
classical polynomials, each of these general results can indeed 
be applied in order to derive the corresponding generating functions 
for the multivariable hypergeometric function. These results include 
some of the results given earlier by Carlitz [l5], Vieisner [l04], 
Al-Salam [-2], Halim and Al-Salam [33j and Burchnall and Chaunly [13] 
as special cases. Our three general theorems would include these 
results as well as some more results of interesting classes of 
generalized polynomials. 
Because of the important role which hypergeometric functions 
play in problems of physics and apolied mathematics, the significance 
of Exton's quadruple hypergeometric functions in physical theory also 
becomes more understandable. Exton used the notations K, to '^4 ? 
fot these series and worked out their integrals of Euler type, 
Laplace type and Pochhammer integrals in [3l]. On account of many 
properties of these quadruple hypergeometric functions, an increasing 
number of such problems and properties are nov/ capable of being 
elegantly represented by their use. In Chapter 6, we obtain a 
(v) 
number of generating functions of Laur i ce l l a ' s F«, Saran's Fp and 
F_,, Horn's H., Pandey's Gp, and Exton's K,-,in terms of Exton's 
quadruple se r i e s iC, K^, K.-., ^^13' ^ IA ^^^ associated quadruple 
function D5, Each of these generating functions can be fur ther 
specia l ized to yield a la rger s e t of formulae involving various 
c lasses of hypergeometrie se r i es of one, two or three v a r i a b l e s . 
A par t of our work has published, accepted/communicated 
for pub l ica t ion . A l i s t of papers i s given below : 
( i ) New generating functions for hypergeometric polynomials, 
Indian J . Pyre appl . Math., 16 (2) February (1985), 157-164, 
(2) Expansion formulae for general t r i p l e hypergeometric 
s e r i e s , J . Aus t ra l . Math. Soc, Series B Applied Math. 
27 (1986), 376-385. 
(3) On a transformation of Kampe de F e r i e t ' s double 
hypergeometric function. Math. Chronicle 14 (1985), 49-53 
(4) Some b i l i n e a r and b i l a t e r a l generating funct ions , 
presented at the 51st Annual Conference of the Indian 
Mathematical Society held a t Cochin (1985), Abstract 
No. 86 (p . 24) . 
(5) On appl icat ion of Bai ley ' s theorem (Communicated), 
(6) Generating functions of Exton's Quadruple hypergeometric 
funct ions. (Communicated). 
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th@ study of spoelai fynctioiis gr^cr yp witit the «®l€ul«8 
and Is €ori3eq|u©ntly one of th@ ©iciest buancties of anaiy^lt* Xn 
the nin@t®©nth c®fituiry. I t flourished as a part of th© th^jry ©f 
complex vj3rlablo®# In the seeond half of th© twentieth centwfy 
i t has rec^iired a ntw i a^ tu s fro® a connoction w l ^ Li© groups* 
set thQoinfi an^ a connection with averages of elGiaentaxy func-
tions, h branch of mathomatl^e which has many eppiicatlons in 
other fi«i<is oiies awch of it© <iyrability end growth to i t s 
ns^fuln^es 4n physical science^ Specially, hyporgeoa©trie 
series in one and rwre variahlos occur frequontly in a wi^ © 
variety of prolilofss in theoretical physics» applied mathomsticst 
onginooring sciences# Statistic© and Operations research. 
Motivated by a vast field of application® of theso hyper-
geometric functions* siany research workers obtalnod generating 
functions* ©xpantions^ transformations an<l reduction fonmilae for 
soaso general one and aiany«|>arag!ieter seqaences of functions. 
This thesis Qirm at pmmnttng a systematic introduction 
to several interesting and useftil ^pl icat ions of the various 
methods of obtaining llneary bilineart bilateral or aixed fimltl* 
lateral generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequent 
of special functions and polynomials in oh© %m and moa?e variable 
A number of expansionst transfonaations and reduction formulae fc 
ln> 
(^anlki triple and quadruple hypergeometric functions as© als© 
presented and various interesting special oases are deduced* Sone 
ymmm results &TQ oonsetiuences of our findings and many more knovvn 
or new results can be obtained by speclallilng the parameters or 
the variables or both* 
The definitions and notations of special functional their 
convergence and the primary tools nteded to diduet our results 
are introduced in Chapter I* 
In Chapter 2, we obtain a finite suiaraation of triple hypei>-
geometrlc series F^ * of Srivastava [89] in terms of Karapo' <^ 
Periet*8 double hypergeoaetric series. On specialiting our main 
result, a number of finite sums of Kampe' de Feriet*s double poly^ 
nomials in terms of different kind of single hypergeometrlc poly« 
nomials of higher order are obtained* Thus our main result is 
capable of yi<jldlng a number of finite sums Involving hypergeometrlc 
polynomials of Appell, iCrall and Frinkf Ralnvillet Gegehbauer* 
generalized Ricey Shively*s Pseudo - Laguerret Bateman# generalized 
Laguerre and Jacob!* A number of known results of Manocha and 
Sharma [53]i [36]t Munot [40]# Pathan [63]t Qureshi [66]t Qureshl 
and Pathan [67] and Srivastava [93] are special cases of our main 
result* Besides treatingithese polynomialst certain correct forms 
of results of Pathan [64] also follow as consequences of our main 
result* 
<lu> 
Mdtivatedl tjy in teres ting wses of sreAlfenowi thoof&ioQ @f 
mifilppls [103] and SalAey [?]» ©any theorems and results In spocial 
functions spp^aiped In several subsequent tisrk© ineltidlngt fox 
©xaraple» [IB]* 1'^}$ [80J, [84], [95] and [42]• In Chspttr 3, we 
^ply thmtems of fhlpple and Bailey and obtained certain trai®-
fo»aations and reductions of KmpQ de F©ri©t*s and Bxton*® doutel© 
SGiri©s and Safivastsva'a triple series, A larg# classes of trans-
formation of Kaiap©' da Ftriot*© F J^ i Lawricella's F^, 
Lauricoiia - Saran»s Pg» F^, F^, F^, F^, Baton's a^^ ' , 
Cl) A(15 * 
Hom»0 /y^ ^ Jains 30^ ^ and 3f^  and f©n©raliii®d h^erfaooretric 
s©rle0 pFq ajfig© as spertai ceaes of o«r trunsfonsationa. Some 
knoiw results of iaisreja CiOj «id Bailey f6j aj^ also consequoncas 
of oyr reatjlta. 
In ch^ te r 4, somo fenerating functions for hyps©georoetrie 
polynofoials ara olitainad fey ysing a settled in which a genorating 
function ia deeoraposad into ttso ganarating functions* This tech-
nique was applied ©arliar fey iardner [4§], Carlton [ITj, Manocha 
f a i ] , Manoeha and Jain C$23f Shanaa iBlh Srivastava (96] # Sharma 
[^J and MsBfiocha and Shaima C^tJ* Soa® linear generating func-
tions for even and odd hypergeomatrie polynofsiiale of Rainville 
and Hermits are thus obtained, Sotm mt& generating functions 
are obtained in terras of double hypergeomettic functions F4 of 
Appell, '^ | , '^g of Hifflibert and H. of Horn* 
In CGfittinuation of Qiapter 4y sot^ bilinear and bilBtBtatl 
generating fynctions of double and triple hyp<f»rgeoraetrie series 
are obtained in Chapter Sf with the help of three general theorems 
which include ae special cases many known results of Chatterjea [10], 
Saran [T4]^C7S3» Mathur [38], Brafiiian [12]# Carlitz [4^31 Hall® and 
Al-Salam [33]^ Manocha [49], Manocha and Shaitaa [54], and Srivastava 
and Klanocha ClOO]# The earlier works of Chatterjea [18] and Saran 
[?4j contain several general classes of ultraspherical and other 
classical pdlynoalals* Each of these general results can Indeed 
be applied in order to derive the corresponding generating functions 
for the laultivariable hypergeometric function* These results includi 
some of the results given eaiplier by Carlltz [1S3» v-^ elsner [104], 
Al-Salam [CL], Halia and Al-Salam [33] and Burchnall and Chaunly [13] 
as special cases* Our three general theorems would include these 
results as vsiell as sos^ more results of interesting classes of 
generalized polynomials* 
Because of the important role which hypergeometric functions 
play in problems of physics and applied raatheinatic8» the slgnlficanci 
of £xton»s quadruple hypergeometric functions in physical theory alsc 
becomes more understandable* Ex ton used the notations K, to Kg* 
foi these series and worteed out their Integrals of Buler type, 
Laplace type and Poehhanffiier integrals in [31] • On account of many 
properties of these quadruple hypergeometric functions, &n increasing 
number of such problems and properties are now capable of being 
elegantly represented by their use. In Chapter 6, we obtain a 
^v> 
nu^ ©3P of gene rating functions of Lauyicelia's F^^ Ssran's Fg and 
FQP Horn's /^-, Pand©y*s Gg and Ext©n»8 K^Q in terms of Exton*« 
qyadiupl© series K t^ KQ, K.Q» K,^ , K,^ and associated quadruple 
function Og» Each of the©© g©n©ratinf functions can i»e further 
speeiailzod to yield a larger set of formulae involving various 
classcjs of hyp0rgeoi»trlo s©ri©8 of ^n^t two or thro© variables. 
ArtieleSf dafinltions and equations hava bmn nuiabtrad 
ch^ten^lse* The ©quatlona are ntieabar^ d in such a way that» 
when read as daclmals thoy stand in thair pmpe$ order* Tha 
inl©f®r reoresenta the chapter, the f i r s t deciraal plaee mpm^ 
sents the section and the last after second decimal the position 
of the equation in the section. A coiaprehenalve blbllogi^hy 
appears at the end i/sith the authors natsea in alphabetical order« 
Reforencea to the bibliography are nusfeered in brackets. 
This theais coneludea with an appendisc i^hich contains 
reprints of a few publlahed papers. 
A part of our vsork has published* aecepted/coitaiiunicated 
for publication. A l i s t of papers is given below t 
(1) Now generating functions for hypergeoaetrlc polynoiaiais, 
Indian J . P«re appl» Math*, i § (a | February (1985), IS7-164, 
(2) Bxpanaion foBBulae for general tr iple hypergeoss©trie 
seriest ^* Austral* Math* Soc» Series B s p i l e d Math. 
{1936}t 376*383. 
<vi> 
(3) On a transferaatlon of KS^Q d© P©ri#%»8 lioatol® 
hyporgeoBietric functieti. Math, Chionlcie JJ (1985),49-53, 
(4) Some liillnear and bliaterai. generating functionst 
pxeBm%B4 at th® Sist Annual Cofiferenc® of th© Indian 
Mathematical Society tmu at Cochin (1985), ^bstaraet 
No* B$ {p0 24)* 
(5) On application of SaU#y«s th@©f@ra (ComsRinioated) • 
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1 
The second order differential equation 
2 
da'^  dz 
ort equlvalently^ 
where a»b and e are real or eompiex parameters Independent of 
z, is called the hypergeometrie differential e(|uation* Its only 
singularities are at the points z « 0* If «, each of which is 
regular* 
The series solution of the hypergeometrlc equation (1*1*1)^ 
defined in the neighbourhood of z a Of 1 or » can be developed 
by the direct application of the classical raethod of Frobenius* Thus 
if c is not an integer, the general solution of equation (1*1*1)t 
valid for |z| < 1^ is given by 
« Bs A 2^l(a,b|c|z) + B z 2^1(a-c+l, b-C+l| 2-c|z)f **•• (1.1*2) 
where A and B are arbitrary constants» 
a , b $ 
2^1 z 
I 
I .., n.jn. ,iu,,,. ^  c |6 0,-1#-2,.,**, 
n«=o ^ n 
»••• (1*1*3) 
2 
md ia)^ is th<» PoehhassBer sipmb&if defined by 
I t t f It o 0 
( a ) ta «n»fc,iiiJSSiifrMiii d 
** naT' 
a(a4-l)««*#(a'i-n«l) if n » L^2y3y*«»«« • 
i • * • • \ i * i«4) 
Th0 itifinitd series in U«l«3) is eall@d hyper@eoitietrl<i series 
oc> more pfeeiseift Qmxm hfpew^omttiQ series named after the fameue 
Qenaan matheniaticSati Carl Friedrich Gauss (17T?*1855) • The special 
case when a w ci b « 1 yields "Uie elementary geometric eeriea 
» j i 
Z - * - • t hence the tero hypergeesi^trie* 
f laO " • 
By 0*AleBil>@rt*t ratio test the series converges absolutely 
if l^l < 1 mdi diverfes if jsl > I* At a given point % on the 
unit circle the series may converge or diverge depending upon the 
values of the variable % and the parameters dgb and c* 
Fur^er test shows that the hypergeos^tric series Cl»l#3)|» 
«^en Iz] » 1 (that i8# on -ttie unit c ircle) , i s 
(I) absolutely convergent if Re(c-a*b) > 0 § 
(II) conditionally convergent if - 1 < Re(c-a-«b) ^ 0^ E i*^  I I 
( i l l ) divergent if Re(c-a-b) 1 ••I • 
Since the hyperge©tnetrie series (1»1«3) converges absolutely 
for jzl < 1 and so i t defines a function aib|C|z) «^ieh is 
analytic in the saine regiont provided that the denominator paraaeter 
c is neither zero nor a negative integer* 
3 
l£iex®a®ifig asl^itrary n is i^r ©f n^itirfttorf deftDminat&r pBtsmst'&ttt 
and vatist^lts* fht te fQn@ta|i2ati@ns itave \mm stwdi^d fey laamy 
« 
t© f lv« fouitf a#<i©iint ®f ^m Msi<s tht©»y of hfp«ts©#i^t5ie funetl&fit 
nf Hue aitd mort vmiabim» 
Z'^l i$ derived fey t l ^ intcodiictl#fi of ftrbitsajey ii«!ab©r of nusidratoi? 
2 I S ^ i|>iiiAi|jBiiiiiii»iai»Wiij F 
fe|t fe/|ff##fffeg I 
i|>iii i ifB iiii»iai»Wii|l|lfiiili rtliiilffitiiriii.iii 
wtitt« ( i t |)^ is Po<ihhafflftei?*$ s^feoit iftvtn fey tcpation U»l«4)« 
is 4dii«d m th® i©n©3e«Aittd hypergeomfttri^ s#;i?it©» In Cl.#2«i)t 
fWft^rator paraia^tefs iik© « | , s^f««»«t9p «ay fet lero m ne^ativt 
l ^ t th@ d0fiof»l.natof i»d»«n@'^ im hg$ ^2**^*»§h ^^ not &l%mm^ to 
fee 2#ro ot R©fatlvt ia te f t t * 
In ca»# i f t nuwifator p a t « « ^ t is a «©fativ# inttger of 
8t:rei t } ^ / f «ori## tonaina^s in view of tho idottt i ty 
C-ii) l£ rt#f (I»2»t23 
4 
and we get an expression for generalized hypergeometrlc polynoinlaX 
in the form 
•*n, a|f»»**,a i 
b«f»««<ii&^ I 




(bi)°../. tb¥ i-*i" -^ i'" jsilT" 
#••« (X*2*3} 
where the order of terms of the poiynomial Is reversed by using 
H)„.k" (i^;,,nL^ ' 01 kin, «•*# (l.*2»4) 
'k 
which for y\ e 1 reduces to equation (I»a«2)« 
On the other hand, assuming that none of the numerator 
parameters is zero or a negative integer (otherwise series- will not 
p 
converge), we have the following cases for p q series In (I.a*I) 
(i) converges for |2| < «• if P i^  qp 
(11) converges for |z| < I If p » q^ fl, and 
(ill) diverges for all z, 2 ^  0, If p > q¥l and converges 
only when z o 0« 
5 
Furtheirmor©, if w© set 
P 
Z m » Z b4 • £ ^4 . • 
F 
the p q seiri&St with- P « <l+l» is 
X* absolutely convergent for |z| » I, If ReC«) > 0, 
11# conditlowally convergent for |z| e l , z ^ I, if -I < Re(ii)^ 0, 
and 
I I I* divergent for | z | « I <^  If Re(n>) <, - I . 
( I ) When p » q « I t equation ( l ,2#l ) reduces to the confluent 
F hypergeoiuetric function l i t ^iso nawd ICunsj»er*s function given 
by B.E» Kumsier In 1836 (see {86]) 
F "* ^®^n z" 
I I (a,* C| z) « E ""•/'"'v^ "' "• "'2.'" • • • • • (l*2»6) 
n«0 ^^*n ^' 
(II) When p « 2 and q » l| (l«2«l) reduces to ordinary 
F hypergeometrlc function 2 1 of second order given by equation 
\l«l*3)• 
(III) If p « q a Of i»e«t If no nurnerator or denominator 
paraisetere are presentf the series {l«2«l) reduces to exponential 
functions 
0^0 (—11 — I z) a E -«7» e eKp(z) » «»•• (1»2,€) 






the patabolle «ylte<2irical fanutlon ^gjCt) l 2 l | |i#S.ltC4)3i 
d9fined as tht l ln tar oiartjinstlen of confluent hyp@rt@«ffl^ trle 




7^^ 1* I £ ^ ^ 1 f 1 1 * * 3> f f^t % b t ln t ttot an intefst t 
(l'2-<g) 
m hm% Situ how tht hypejrfsdi^tsie dexi@d tan he g@fi@rdli2«d 
hy sis^ly ineirimsiiig th® iitisiiax @f parmtt«£i» In thd ytttt l8@Df 
App@ll. led t© s^» g@nefal.4«fttl#n$ if i «ahieh the niffirtser #f vayiahle 







ttt 2< iiiiiiiilii»H>iiii ni iiyiPi||»yiii«Bh»|ii«i,wiiaa rwdiiliiiM <mmm ^ 
tti Hi 
• •#• C4«3(ti} 
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Ca)|i^f ^^^a*a* ^®^ii«^i* 
ti« at® i@d t© fiv© d i s t i nc t p # s s l b i l i t i e t of g i t t i « 0 new f«ri$t io«ft 
t <II«WMIJBMIIMIIIIIII)I i>BiiMiniit tumim <.imwwiii ^ 
dt li { 
_ « I 
$l»taiti«d bf ffltaiis ©f t i l t f# l l#wl»f r t s y l t 4m t© i r l ve i ta i ra C^IP»^3 
fj^ t© F^ [2^1 p#2*l4]9 ««iicb m% f i i f#« at fetl©wt ' 
m,n=0 * * '® x**/!! wj i i j 
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The convergence conditions of Appell series are 
mentiened as JDelow: 
Ci) The series F^ and Fg converges for raaxflxU lylj < i* 
( i i ) The series Fg converges for |x | • |yl < 1# 
( i i i ) The series F^ converges w e^n |x^' | + \Y * | < !• 
i*^ Htaahert*s yyi^ctions 
In 1920t Huisbert (3^3 gave a l i s t of seven functions which 
aire» in fact, the limiting forms of Appell's functions F | t© F3I 
of the» the following functions [22| pp»224-223j will tee used in 
our subsequent discussion* 
** (a)-. i^)» J^ «R $„ [a , b( e, x.y ] - E g) " - f r - ^ ' " " (1.4.2) 
** (A) „» n 
^ in,n«0 ^^Vn ®^ ' " ' 
^ [a I b I c#d |x,y3 « E ^^MU, ..^ .fO £ - ^ , , . , , (1»4»4) 
sifnoO m n ' ' 
I 2 Ca I **# « l» XfY ] *» t jr, ...Itig.ii ni - - £ . - - X P 9 i , , , ( l#4#9) 
— r •, * * ^®^«l ^^^ t t ^*^^«l 5 ^ # 
JZ^tUt b, c I d, x,y3 B S " / i \ " •«« -!jr nT t l^ l^ ^ ^ • 
• •••' (1*4*6) 
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For ^^ and '^^f w6 nsed ixj < I for convergence» the 
convergence i s otherwise unrestr icted, (see [14]• P^UB ( f i r s t 
l ine ) )* 
The efforts of AppQlVn were continued by Horn (1867-1946), 
who in the year 1931» def in©<i the ten hypergeoiaetric fynctiont of 
two variables and denoted them by Q,i <^, Q3, H|f«»»#fH^» He thus 
cofflpletei the se t of a l l possible gecond order hypergepiaetrlc 
functions of two variables given in the tenainology of Appell and 
Kam|^ » de Feriet [ 4 | p»l43]* Hom»s final l i s t consls-fsof th i r ty 
four d i s t inc t double hypergeometrle functions C22| pp«224-.228] 
(see also [34] , [35] and 136]) including fourteen complete series 
and twenty d i s t inc t liraitlng forms of them* of which the following 
three functions viiXl b© used in ©ur subsequen;t work 
I , . . , » C®)«A« i^)^ (<*)« C*^)* «ift J^ 
tl2 l^f b# c, d | es x,y] « t .»^.MM , /M.,,.M. ,, M ^ J L . , 
(r-fl) s a i l *•»• (l*5»l) 
* ( a )2^^ (b )^ „iii „n 
iB,n«0 I c / ^ 
• «•• {1»«>#2} 
/74 [a , b | c | d | x,y] « £ f e | ^ ^ " ( ^ ) ^ - ^ - ^ t ^r '^ ( s - l ) ^ | 
H7 [a I b , c | X|y] « t j^^^m^ i « £ • 5 jxj < | 
ffifnissQ 81 * 'n 
»••• (1«S«3) 
where the positive guantlties r and s are the associated radii 
of absolute convergence of the concerned double power series 
10 
00 
£ A„ « x^ 'V^  such that JK| < r* \f\ < @* 
1*6 j^ fptpe* d@ F®giet«8 Ft^ nctlofi 
Jtist as the Gauss series 2^1 was general Ited to p q 
by Increasing the number of the numerator and dlenoroinator 
parameter®, the Appell^s functions were also generaJlited and 
unified by Kampe* de Ferlet t^l to a general double hypergeometrlc 
function [4 i p#130(2g)3« 
The notation due to Kampe* de Feriet for his double hyper* 
geometric function of superior order was subsequently revised by 
Burchnall and Chaundy« We give here the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometrlc function (than the one given by 
Karape* de Feriet) in the (modified) notation due to Burchnall and 
Chaundy ([14| p»1123), defined by t98| pp»423(26), 424(27)] 
(see also [99| p«233)s 
At B I D 
Ft G } H 
(a) I (b) I (d) I 
(f) I (g) I ih) I 
Xf y 
** [aj C"!^ ] C<^] J^ h 
J 3 2 >•» liii«|imiiiii'iliiMMii II iiiTBiii|ii|awl«|iMi <iii{l<iHi mwi iiii 
'm^n •ra 'n 
mi lit »#«• ( l * 6 i i l ) 
where (a) and Ca3-..u ^H^ s^ f^s the sequence of A parousters 
a p a2,.,,^a^ and the product Cai)^^ (a^)^^^^**... (a^)^^ 





with siat lar lnt®rpr@tatloRS for [b ] , [dl^st cetera^ 
The convergtnc© conditions for Kmp& de Feriet 's double 
hypergeonietrle functions are given as belowi 
(1) Double hypergeometric series converges if 
A+B <, B+Q, A-H) ^  i^H for mm \ | x | , |y| { < tfi>i0 
(11) Also I when A+B « S4ei-1> A40 « E+H-i-l and 
(^ 1/A-E 1/A-E 
' |xl • |y | < 1 if A > B 
[|xU ly|]< It i^ A i E , 
In 19S4,, Exton C32| p*113(l«2)] has defined a double 
hypergeoiaetrlc series of second order* The series is <|uite 
similar to oney obtained by Kaiape* de Feriet in the year 1921 
» 
and is a generalization of Horn's non-confluent double hyper-
geometric functlonst ^2* H2 '•^ '^> pp»224-225 (®qn8.(ll) and Cl4)] 
and confluent hypergeometric functions fi^fa • ^ 2* ^ 3» ^ 4* % ^^^ 
H^j [22| pp.22<>«227 (ecfns. (27), (28), (30) to (33) and (39)3« 
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E}etdfi*s S@i?i0S in i t $ iM»difi#d notation i t defiitdd #9 
' A I B I C 
S.' 
F I Q I W 
<a) I ih) I (€) I 
if) t Cf) I ih) I 
«tir 
are defined in tfie Bm0 «»ay as In th© i ^« fd C«) and CaJ^n 
pttC0#ding s®etl«a with sl iai lar inteuptetatieofi fsa: [^3* M 
0% «5@t0ra# 
l,a«ric®lia l4$% p#l.l43 tntrodue®d fuwrtS'sn «o«p3ltt© h y ^ f ^ 
f$ci»®tiric f«fietion« of thire© var iabl ts and ©f the s#eond 0jpdii?# fie 
de«$ot@d his t r i p l t hfpeyfteiattr ic functions bf iM symbols 
#f ttiaiB P| i Fgt 3F§ and F^ iorrasp©ad^ taspeet ively, t© the 
^jc®«-¥ariabi« I,aui?i<5®Ha fiinetiofts f}^$ ^B • ^0 ^'^^ F | ^ % 
Saran WBM tht f l im t ©athafflaticim wh© in tha year 19S4# i n i t i a ted 
a aystematie ttt idy #f the tmmimim taw t i r ip la hypai-gaositttie 
ftifietiona of L i m r i ^ i l a * a aet« tMmi&m^ the$e funetlons 
t 100| PP» 66-6S)] ate alao cal led at Strands funet iont* 
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We give belo«8 th© dafintUons of th©s© tunetiom used In our later 
work in the notation of Saran C?2], indieating also the nuHAioi'ing 
of Lauricoila's on the left* 
F4 « %Cafata,l>»efC|d,o,ftx,y,23 
a.n.p* t C ^ r ^ " ^ "' "! P' 
Fg t FQ[a,a,a|b,c,d|0,f,f|Ktyi2] 
« C a L ^ ^ J b ) J c ) J d ) ^ l^a ^n ^p 
ni pi 
«»«• C1#S«2) 
as 7 iiiiiiiiiiiiflCHXWiMiBjiiiiffl II Miiiirlnpiiii^ij mamiin- iiiin*inn nmW ii ^ 
i!t.n,p<j ''®>i!i^^^n+p ®' " ' P' 
r-t-S a 1 a r * t I 
F3 s Fj^[atb»btet<*iC|e»f»g|%yf2] 
** Ca)„(b)„._Cc)^Jd)„ JB ja _p 
s r lii.ffl. .f'1'*'g itnmfl. 
in,n,p«o ^«>iB^^^9)p mi ni p^  
( l - r ) ( l -8) «a t I 
«> (a)_ Cb)-.«(c)_._(d)^ « , - » « * 
m,n,pao ®^^ ffl ^* '^n+p at m p^ * 
* « • 
• * • • • ClfS»4) 
r+t n I o 8 I 
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Fg t F^ta.b,c,<l,e,d|f,g,gjx,y,z] 
. r °^',B l;!n ^ '|B ^ ''^ffl^  <">>> £ - £ . £ , , 
o,n,pi« "'m '9)„*p ni n! Pi 
(l-ir) s+C l-s) t « 0 « 
The positive quantities r,s and t are the asseciate^ radii of 
convergence such that for each triple series jx| < r, |y| < 8 and 
\z\ .< t# 
The region of converfence for different triple series have 
been studied by a number of matheinatlelans like Saran [7^]§ 
Srlvastava [8?3t Dhawan [21] and Pandey [62]* In 1974, It wa« 
Karlsson who [40, p«3433 studied the region of a>nvergence as 
given along with the series aentloned above* 
In 1966, Jain [38] established thlrty^elght confluent 
hypergeometrle functions of three variables* the confluent 
functions are the limiting cases of fourteen hypergeoiaetrlc 
functions of three variables discovered by Laurlcella[463 and 
Saran [?23« The relation which these functions bear to the 
Laurlcella»8 and Saran^s functions is, in fict,analogous to that 
ustfilch the confluent hypergeoiaetrlc functions of two variables 
^l» ^a'^^Y'X "tr ®n«^  "rr* f^ *^ ! ^^^ ^o Appends hypergeometrl( 
functions of tiso variables. The functions satisfy partial 
15 
differential eipations and can be expressed as definite integrals* 
As an exaisple, in Laurieella's funetien 
F^ ( a ,b | fb2 ,^ | H*^2*^%i ^§Yf^)9 changing z to t/b^ &nd let t ing 
b —•> «^ vire get the f i r s t of our confluent function given by 
^»} * in the form 
^k ^^•h^^2^h»^2*H^ Xir#23 
fat V iji i>iinaTi'"|ii"ini |»iiiii;ijiiinfi n.Miiiiiiftiiir" miAm m liii iili •MAMK ^ « . > * ( l * 9 . l ) 
The other eonfluent hypergeoinetric fynctions used in our 
succeeding work are the foilowings 
i^^ Cafb^|ejfC2,C3i x,y,23 
m,n,p«0 ^ V m ^ ^ V n ^^3'p ®' «' P' 
^h^m ^^^n ^«3^p «' **? P! 
at Z • 
mtn#peO ***l'iB **2'  ^"y  
.U)[«,.a„a,. .,.., . «,.c.c,, x.y.«] 
e : £ ii«»nilli|ilMiiV8ii'it.iii »»i»nraii.ii.Itt«iri n mil iiiniiifi « H A I » — I X M * mm&tmf^^.^ ( l « 9 # 4 ) 
«#n,p«=€ ^®l^ ra ^*^2'n+p ®' "^ i P.' 
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3$^ Hd|^ i^ f^ ; t **i»^| i ^l»^2»®3 * ^ f^ t * ] 
and 
• ^^ l^ tB ^^^fi ^HK ^4^m»p j f i i l L 
In eoyrse ©f furthtt liiif©stlfat4©n of LmticellB^n 
fourtesn hyperge^i^trie functions of three variabidSf 
Srlvastava ([S7]| [38]) noticed th@ exlstanca cuf three additional 
complete triple hypergees^tric functionei H^ » Hg and ^i, which 
iielthe3r had been Included in ia«ricelia*e conjecture nor were they 
mentioned previously In the litetature# One of thera is of the forat 
H^ I®» bf « M f e I x,yt2] 
m £ iiiiiiiiniriP»iBiiiiiiiiiii,iiin|ii™i.i" I III II ii11%K ill tm&m mjLm mJLm . 
«,n,p«0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ®' "" ^' 
«••« ( I t lO t l ) 
U l < ^» |yl < St N l < t , r+s^t » |4-8t 9 
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Which is a genQx&litatien of Appeljl's functions F, and F^ * 
In I967p a unification of Lauricolla*8 fourtoon hyper-
geometric functions F.^v.^.y F,^ C46| pp»ll3«li43f 1^ © extended 
function Fj^  of Sharma [77| p.6i3(2)] and the additional functions 
H^ t Hg» HQ [8?! pp«99-l00i8©e also [88] and 1^31 was introduced by 
Srivastava [fS^i p»428] in the form of a general triple hypergeoi^tric 
series f^ § defined as 
r(3) 
(a) II (b) I (b»)| (b»») I (c) I (c*) I (c'») I 
x,ytZ 
(d) ts (e) I ( e 'h (e»«) t (f) | (f*) | (f»») | 
•BH-n+p " "BH-n 'n+p •p+m 
[c] Cc«] Cc»«3-j J.** yft -P 
Cf]„ Cf ]« t f 3 «*' "' P' 
, ,»• {1*10*2) 
•ID "" 'n p 
where (a) is the abbreviation for the array of A parameters 
®l* ®2*****»®A* ^^  ^^  *^* ^ '^  noted here that there are A" of the 
(a) parameters! B of the (b) parameters and so on* Thus [a] 
m 
is interpreted as 
tal„ •'3[«*i>B 
ill TCarr (1.10.3) 
with similar interpretations for [bj^ [c] et cetera* 
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Tile WQgim of cenvergenee of the above triple pmet 8erl#s 
<i«lO«2)y given in the ilt^etuxe t^^l |>*l96t ie« @l«o 20| pa^io] Ji\ 
at folinwfii 
A • B • i»» ••• C ;£ B • E • E*» * Ft, 
A • S • 0* 4. C*i, 0 • E 4 S* 4 F« 
A • 8»4B»« 4 C»«4D • ! » * S** + F«« 
oXf eqtiivaientlyy 
I •#• D 4 E 4 S-i'F •<»A«kS**3** <"*C>0 
i -t" D • S > IVF*» A - B * B » C > 0 
1 4 D -f B» -!•£** • ?•• - A * B« •» 8*» » C»* > Of 
v^eire A# B^  B', B»% etCt» are the noii«*negattve in tenets and 
Ixl < i t |y| < it Ul < i I 
^ t f in ease 
A + B 4 8»^  4 C M D 4 ' E + E * * 4 F 4 i f 
A •a* 4- B«« 4- C*« • 0 4 E» 4 E»» • F*» + It 
A 4 S + 8» + G* » D • E • S* 4 F* 4 it 
then jx|f |y| and j^l are to be reetriced in such a way that 
th® seiriea involved are either terminating or convergent* 
Uil ParadeY.'s F,t|^^^|9r^^ 
Beginning with the Euler intagrala for the Appeil'sfyj^etions 
Fj,t»F2..and f^» Saran tt3] gave the integral* of the Poehh^Baer 
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P%n4^Y [62| p«l3.3»l.i43 traadf®inB©d th# integral F®pr®s®«itati®n® 
Q^ t% l^ t «| ^1 «» y# «3 
a t i i . , n . l . . l i ' | f e i f l n . r ' I i | l t E . i r , . r , i m , i l „ J C , » X L , A p r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( l # l | , » l ) 
i ^Uh ptovlds® g f9n@j:ail2aU©n of Afpsll^s fynetl&n F| and 
H©3«i*s function 6 | m4 Qgl aA<3 
dg [at b|^ # l3^ » b^l «l| Xt f$ «] 
s^lcli f©iisrail2©8 tn© Apptll'^function F^ m4 ^@ Hearn 
funstlon O *^ 
S®gliiiil«g with Appall*B functions F|f t*»»#F^f Lautleells 
in ia93t slaiai#d and defint tmt fm^ti&m of *»• variables 
baaseinf his naai@# th® mwitipla serlei tapfassmtatt^nt of iliast 
funetions in tht notation of Latjrioalla [^6] aap® as fot iowi: 
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^p^ i^$ **|i**««»^^l ^i_$*»**l^^^i X|i««**tS||] 
t a £ iiiinuMiiii niwiirnriiiwiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiii iii ijiii(iiiiiiiiinin«riiiinii|iiini'[tinriiiiiimiwiiiiiiii.iiiiniii iiiniiumi' iiinnmAni « • # « niw'wim g 
j g ? iiii«iniiiii,iiniiiiii iiiiiro»iM ii»»»rtii«i*rii»iiiai«iiiiiiiii.Mi m ii»imiiii'tiiiiiii'iiii|tiiiiiiaiiaffla. iii)i»iimaimj» • # A M W U M M M * 
and 
IP; f* iiiimiiiiiiiii iiiililw«nini.iiii II imiiiiti iiiinii I iiriiiii iufWinniwuiiii—iiiMiniiMwinf), MwpMiflwill * a A A iMrinfiiim ^ 
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The mtwem^n^ eiortd|%i<mt for tht ebov© nieiitiofied series 
(4) til© mtUB f^^' m4 f^^' t&m%t^m when 
( l i ) the mwim f^^ mnmtmt v^m |X|| • «•#• "*- li^l < I 
and 
(til) Th« Mrte» F|»> C O „ « ^ . »h«» IfK^ l * . . . . • If^l < i . 
For » «8 2t ito@v0 #<|ttttiwii give 
«^ete P|t#»»*t3p4 ^i^ tht A|^ p©lJt'^ fyiicti0ii® given fef oqiistiijiis 
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Ltt FCKpt) be a two variabl© function (not neeessarily 
cenvergent for t fS 0) having a formal pomit series asepanaion in 
t such that 
p (K,t) « z f (K) %" »,.» Ciaaa) 
wh^ra aaeh iMabar of tha coafflclant $at f^ „Cs«)( 
la in^apandent of x and t« Than tha expansion (1»12»1) of 
FCXft) la «ai€l to hev© generated th® set I t A ^ ) ] and F(K|t) 
The foregoing definition can ba extanded slightly for 
Including a linear ganarating function (or slajply a ganaratlng 
function) of the typa 
G(x.t) « t C^ t^in}t^ ..,. (1.13.2) 
whara C Is a fynctlon of n that may contain VHQ parasietera 
of tha sat Pj^Cx)] ^^t is Indapandant of x and t. 
If G^ and t^in) in {1«X2«2) are proacribad and if m 
could detanalna foiaa function F(x,t) in tanas of some know 
tpaclal functions, m say that tha generating function FCx#t) 
has been sorted out# 
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Bilinear Generating Functions 
Consider a three variable function 6{x»y»t) having a 
formal power stories expansion in t such that 
n«aO " " " 
whore the sequence [ gA is independent of x^y and tf then 
Q(Xfyft} is eaiied a bilinear generating function for the set 
More generally G(x^y»t) can be extended to a bilinear 
generating function In povsers of t such that 
ifhere ain) and p(n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal, we even say GCxtytt) a bilinear generating 
function for th9 set [f„(x)] . 
Bilateral Generating Functions 
Suppose that a three-variable function H(x,yit) is 
expanded in powers of t such that 
H(x,y,t) *> I K fM fftCy) t" ••.* (1»13«5) 
nao 
where the sequence |h^| is independent of x,y and t, and the 
sets Of functions ff„(x)] and fgjx) are different. 
' '^  'n«0 I" ^ n ^ 
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Then the function H(xty*t) is called a bilateral generating 
function for the eet [f„(»)j or fg„{x)]. 
The foregoing definition of a bilateral generating function* 
used earlier by Fialnvllle [69| pAlO] and McBrlde [59| p*l9]« may 
be extended to Include bilateral generating functions of the type 
hiix^nt) • 2 h„ ^ a(n)^*^ %(n)^^^ *" •*•* <i»i3.6) 
where the sequence f \ \ is lnde|>endent ©f x,y and tt the sets 
Of functions ff^(x) r" and \gAx)] are different, and «(n) 
and ^(n) are functions of ' n which are not neceeearlly equal* 
In addition to the elementary transcende/ritid? functions such 
as e'^  and Sin x^ an Itsportant role Is played In mathematical 
physleSf statistics and engineering by the orthogonal polynomials* 
Examples of these are Legendre, Hermlten Laguerre* Bice poji^T^o^mA^-£^-
Orthogonal polynomials are treated in many excellant books such as 
Ralnvllle [^9] and Lebdev [47]« Some of the orthogonal polynomials 
and their connections with hypergeometrlc functions used In our 
work are given below; 
Hermite Polynomials 
Hermite polynomials are defined by means of generating 
relation 
exp{2xt"t^) « E H „(x) l" *•' Cl-I4a) 
n«o 
valid for all finite x and t* 
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It follows from rolatlon (1«14*1) that the Hermit® polynomials 
H^(x} of order n> in x ean be expressed in the form 
2K 
M ( X ) O £ I •bill III.. I i^ -, X^E/.<»m 
^ IfeO K! (n-2K)! 
ot$ e<|uivalently« 
HjjCx) « (2x)*^ 2^0 C - 2 ^ t "T^ i -^-^l - ^ ) , • ••• (1*14.2) 
X 
Generalized Laguerre polynomials L!;(X) of ord&r n in x 
are defined by means of generating relation 
E t^ M t** » exp • '^"^'"'" • , .».. (1.14«3) 
n«0 " ^^^jK4l 
v^eret 
The hypergeometrie form of generalized Leguerre polynomial 
given in Ealnville [69| p*2C0 (I)] is 
(1+K)„ 
««jer0 the factor "•';""^' is inserted for the sake of convenience 
only* The polynomials (1.14»5) are also called associated taguerre Or 
Sonin© polynomials* 
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A generating funetion involving confluent hypergsoRetric 
function for Laguerre pdiynomiais is in the fotm 
« (a) t5 (x)t'* c „4, 
2 -,....~:f^M,5^,„:,.,•,„.,•,. e (1-t)*® l*^l(a| X+K| |5|-"") • 
n«© HI^^JI 
For K « 0, each of the above ecfuatlons yieltfsexpressions 
for sinple Laguerre polynomials ^ (x)» for exaiaplef when K « 0, 
equation (1,14»5) gives hyoergoemetric for© for the sisiple Laguerre 
polynomials ^f^^^h as follows 
L^9^(x) niAx) « 1^ 1 C-ni l |x) . •••» Cl»l4»7/ 
(^HERALIZEB RICS AND RELATED POLYNOMIALS 
Inveatigatlons of Rice l7l}f «»er© continued by Khandeker 
who in 1964 defined the generalised Riee polynoiaial 
HI**^^ Cpf«lfX) t43iptl&8] as follows 
•«-n> n-fa+p^l, p $ 
n 
n 
ReC«) > -it Re(p) > - I . •••• (1»14,8) 
8?hen fit « p « 0» the polynomial., {1*14«S) whose study 
was initiated by Khandekart would reduce to the ordinary Rice 
polynoiaial [7l| p.108] {me also [94]): 
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n^ ipt^iu) «» 1^^ 
L 1# f i 
««»# Ci#l,4»9) 
Tht piilfneaiials which will fot used la out Jla-feir work and 
dtdueed as special cas®© of geB@rall«edi Rlc@ p^lynoisldls are tht 
following t 
C )^ Jacebi. F^ ls^ .iKtioi.gtlfS, t In cas« ^hen we tak® p^« f an4 x w •«^i 
e^atlofi (1*14*8) reduces to Jacob! polyntJalal l»^ ***^ 'Cx) (sta [69| 
p;254])i 





'•»t •#•!» I 
l-i^ a I 
lllHWill>p«lHi 
* •» • -
where in each <if 
•«*# (l«I.4#ll) 
th# above ecjiiatloiis ReC«) > •!•# R®Cp) > *i antJ n 
beinf a Ron-aegatlve Integer* 
An e<|ui\ralent foim of (l»l.4fii)« given in Halnville 
• C M ) , p^w,K>^3jj « iMn>iiiip»jftiiiiii (oii-niffa«lm.\ 2 ^ ^ 
•Hf •*S*'II I 
' J t - I» l 
1# I 
f •«*«(1#I4»! 
Which is ®btal«ea by expanding Cltl4ill) In finite series form and 
th^fi reverting the oi^der ef s«BBBatioii« 
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( i i ) "Leqendre Tolvnomlals '.fiien wa take a « ^ « 0 in aquatloii 
{1#14#10), we get the Legendre polynomials P*(5«) given in 
Rainville [69; p#166(2)] by 
I 
I ( 
P^(x) w 2^1 [-fit n+1 I I I i s ^ j • < •«•• (1«14«13/ 
AXs&i 
ss jiii4iiiiRi«iiiiiiiiiai.j>iiii> 2 1 [ ' " ^ « S f l i S a i t A « ^ I i i ia jMj 
P (x ) tt ^ « (' It*?! ..A « r -) 2^1 [•ni* -n I I I -^] 
X ' 
The tegenJjxe, polynoaiial< ^C*^) ^^ or^er n i s generated 
by means of rela^tioni 




and has its series representation as follows 
" k^ 2^ Ki (n-K)l {n-2K)l 
where 
[-§-] «, 
n/2 p if n i s even 
'"%"*' f if n i s odd « 
( i i l ) Geqenbauer Polynomials For ^ m a t the Jacobi polynondalS 
I 
in (1*14,1D} redbce to Gegenbauer polynoialals C^^ ( x ) , given by 
C « ( x ) « ~ 7 - l l 2^1 




p(«.«) c.)^ c« (X) - ^ ^ " j s j ; ; ' " ' . . . . . (1.14.X7) 
which on «sincj ^e fottmla [69s p»2?9(l,9)3 
A 4 t 
gives right himd side of (I»l4«i6}« 
«*«« (i*i4«i@) 
The Gegedbauer polynoaaial is generated hy means of generating 
functions 
E Cjx) t" « (l-2Kt*t^) , 
nO " 
which clearly iridicates that i t is a generalization of the Legendre 
polynomial such [that 
1/2 
n n 
The ultraspherical (or Gegenbauer) polynomial defined by 
[102| p,81j 
P1 (X) j [(2^)„/(^ 4)„] P^^"^ • ^'^^ (X) - C^„ (X). 
is equivalent to 
being this that 
while for others 
one given by equation (1»14«17)« The difference 
for some purpose the C (x) is mere convenient feim 
the P^ ' I&BAB to better i&&king resolts# 
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%yi^^^;.l,z^d S^lm^U^ X9i^YnmM% 
Gonstder the pslynoiaial f (K|a) bf lasans of generating 
relation 
% 1 (x|a)t^ « Cl^jir* ®^^* 
«^ ®ye a 1^  0 Is an mhits»rf cons tan t# 
( i .J^ '510) 
In faistf the polynomial fy^(x|a) called feneraliatd Sylvtstet 
polyneaial [ 1 | p»l3743 is n^^ing but tli^ gdneraliaati^n ©f the 
# ^ ( x ) ^ f j | ( ) t | l . ) , 
and is defined by 
f i f^Cx|t) ««-i .ML^ # 0 [ «ll^ 3{| 0 MigliSnHifif 1 ,fc 
* fix* — Ci'i^'2i) 
In i936„ Sateisan [91 pf5743 deflntd a polynoffliialf called 










[9 | p»575]i 
•««• (l«14«2a) 
Is dariyad- fy«»iii tha ganajratinf funetion 
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n«0 ^ 
an equivalent fojnn of which i s 
n«0 " " f l - t 
where •7-,Cx) i s the Bessel function of the f i r s t kind of Intlex n, 
given by 
J^i*) « ",•'"""• 0*^ 1 [ —,* l4fi,* - ^ ] • . * • • ( ia4#25) 
" fH+nT 
Bedient's Polynomials 
In 1959* Bedient in hi$ study of some polynomials associated 
with Appell's function Fg* introduced the polynomials R^^CatPix) 
C m p#19(2.S)]iby 
(a) (2x) p ^^ ^^_ I « 
Rn(«#^|x) « " • '•};•"' '" •' 3 2 [ ^ # ^  + f, ^ -a|p,l-a-*n| -Agr ] . 
«*•• (1«14«24) 
One of the several reasons for interest in R is its connection 
with the Gegenbauer polynomials C* (x) as exemplified here by 
(«)^ (2x)^ c 
Lim R^ (a*p|x) « Q - — - 2^1 
1-a-n I 
sr 
« Cjj(x) •••• (1.14.29) 
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IR l f 4 f p Kcal l and ftink [44] «^S1« laaking a systaiaatlc 
«t!idy of S#s»©i polyiiofliiais, iiitr©d«c«cJ the polynomials t69 | |p»p#293«» 
2f43i 
^lah are i*Bp«lai:ly known m teall aitd Frink'e tiaipl© md Cl©ii®3pali2«d 
i e f t e l PolyRomifils In th® l i te ra tu re* 
Th0 l»agi?»nf© fiolyiiMiials ar t d t f ln@d bf i^ani of generating 
funet iom 
wSi«r9 ^ » ^ (3J»y) t 22 | p»26f3 Is ca l l t d ^@ Lafrsage |»olynoiiilal| 
given fey 
aalnvi l i® [69| |)#294] dQtlmA a polyaott i t l «4iiels iSf In f ac t t 
^la g«ii©ral.i2«t4«fi of b©th siiBplt and ganaraltMd Bassal pol^^fiamials 
0f K ra l l and Fi i n l 144} and i t in th© f o m 
#^Cc,«) « - — A » a^O l« f i , e#a| - * - ! •« ] • , * ,» (1*14*29) 
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Another poiyncHBlal of aaJltivlil© 1^% p»302] ysed in <3Mt 
l a te r v^ os'k i s 7^(Cf x, y)t 
•Y(c,x,y) o - ~ — ^ 
-•fit i "" 'f *» i*e»ii I 
_ fit f - f X-» $ 
A generating relat ion obtained by ifeivelf [85] ^or the 
pQlynQmial Bj^(a,x) i s 
e^t j^ j^ ^  _ ^ ^ i M j ^2 j^^ j^ ^ g R ^ ^n ^^  ^^^^ (1.14,31) 
ItS^J \ "mm""'! 
«rh@r@ R-CsfSsI C8^IP»^C46)] is called Shively*8 Pseude-4.agtt0rr@ 
Pelynoroial defined by 
R^(a,K) e •'*Q|''''''7ay 3-1 (*•« | atn | x) • ••#• (l»14»32) 
An equivalent form of Rj^Ca^x) involving Lagu©ry© polyncfi^ial 
^(Jt)» given in Ralnvillo l&% p,298],is 
n C a*»ll 
R „ ( 8 . x ) - ^ _ ^ t^ ^ L^^U). .... (X.W.33) 
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In this Chaptert wa obtain a finite summation of Srlvastava's 
tr iple hypetgeorattrie series F^*' in tem&B of ICampe* de F@rl©t*s 
double hypergeoinetrlc series 
la t RfP 
F 
q i Wi$ 
Our laaln finite sum established In section 2*2 is as follows 
nt 
(a»)s»(a)iCg«)| - — t -n,(d)| -a+in,(g)|(c)| 
_(b»)tiCb)|{h«)| — ' I (e) I Ch) $Cf)l 
Xfyf2 
«s 
x® [aL Ca»3„^  Cd3„ 
W^ [% [©Ija 
F 
Q» «A»4C|l«i-E+a 
H» 8B»+F| D ^ 
(0»)i (a'+iB) f Ce) t-iBt(i-e^ ,Cg)l 
2f(*»l) ^ 
JM»)f{&••*•«)f(f)| (1-d-m) ,(h)| 
*••• v2*l«l} 
where variable x is not allowed to be zero* For definitions of 
F^^ and F^ , w© refer e<|uatlons(l«10*2) and Cl»6«l) respectively* 
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A numlser of finite sums of Kampe* do Feriet's double 
hyper geometric polynomials in tezras of different kind^of single 
hypergeometrie polynomials of higher order are obtained* Thus 
special cases of our main result (2»1«1) presented in section 
(2.3) would yield a number of finite sums involving the hyper-
geometric polynomials of Appell, Krall and Frlnkf Ealnvilley 
Qegenbaueri generalized Ricet Shively's Pseudo*Laguerre» Bat^mant 
generalized Laguerre axid Jacob!* In particular. It will be shown 
that a number of kno«m results of Manoeha and Sharma [53]« [56], 
Munot [60]t Pathan [63], Qureshi [66], Qureshi and Pathan [67] 
and Srivastava [93] are special cases of our main result* Besides 
treating these pdlynomlals, we shall also obtain correct forms of 
results [64, p«316(l«2), p«3i7(3»2, 3*4)] of Pathan as cont^equence 
of our result (2«1«1)* 
We will almost exclusively be concerned with the derivations 
of finite sums of well known polynomials in the theory of special 
functions* Many more polynomials will occur as special eases of 
our results and ^ey will not be of our primary eonce^m* 
2«2 Proof of ^ e main result (2*1,1), 




(b»)tf(b)|(h«)s « Ce)| (h) 1(f)} 
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gjl T | ii mil i n f n 1^ II mwu n i nwituimini—imBriLiiyHii^ iiiwi 
Ii«aO ni P«o Ci>*3« Ch»3^ C^3 PI p 
t t 
*r ..s 
••i]|iii|iiiiiliffll*Si.«w.i»iiiii«'iii«raASiiiiiiiiwiiiii>^ii>iiliiii>liii III IB uitiiliiriiii' ( « 4 l ) ( ! ! * • ] & } • '" '^•" ' " " ' • • ' I ' « 
m^i wsing the finite tr iple series identity of Sifivastava 
B II ia*ii ffi m^9 i&"i!*"S 
and many f^ oehhdissies'* s identities like 
(2.2.2) 
[a]^ m (•l)®^ tX"*a«m3 
(*n-i)gB (*!)« .nr.,ii|yl.' 
• • » • (2*2*3) 
%»© h a v e 
m 
S « fBl £ 
tb-3pCh']ptf]p "' "•« t«.'+p]8tb],th'+p],[h]8 •' 
£ i—iniiliiUmliimii t iwiilfciimiriiwiiifiiiwfliiniiini ! • rtr n • •> 
iB»l>*$ 
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V ifWstfifttstlLu.-id T , n', . (.1) 
Now using the coiabinatoirial identity 
, if K » 0 
in (2,2«4), «9@ observe that the yai«e of the 3f*»suaimati©n reduces 
to that of i t s las t termt al l other terms vaniishtng. So for r « m-tt 
expression (2»2,4) gives us 
p = 0 ^ [h']p^,[f]pthl, Pf »! 
["•In^ffU'lU. " ^ •»! . . . . . (2.2.6) 
Moreover9 we see that 
(d,) {.i)« (<L)^  (•!)« 
ti-d-m]j * • • • (2«2«7) 
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Therefore on using our result (2;2.7),(2.2.6) takes the form 
[a] [a«L[d] x® 
2 0 «iiiii»iii<ii^liiijiiiiiiii'jiiiii'w.wiii»iiaJBfc»«i.i«wii>» 
2 y l iin I «1111*11 III!~i iwrim.III iwniri'liliimumnniiiSniiiMi iiiLiiiiiriS•miiMm inniii nnni imJfa—mit i f t mmilimiimUm f A l m»m 
P«0 a«0 Ci»*3p4.g[b»+ia3p[f]p[i-ci-ia]gCh]^ 
and our resul t follows* 
When y « 0 and A « B « G* » H* » 0 In C2»l*l)« we have 
n«0 " ' 
A*JD+1; G 
s n E i F 
(a«) i -^f ( d ) l ( c ) | 
Cb'li ( e ) | ( f ) | 
x»z 
i..ni.ii •IBi.iiai.nlH.i»,in«|. A ^ ' f C B * 4 F 
(a'-wa) , (c) t 
_(b*fm) » (f) I 
• «• • (2«3iil} 
When t » 0 and A» « B» « a* « M* « 0 In (2.1*1), we have 
2^ mipiniillii-ilHn I? 
At D+lj G*l 
0S E I F 
(a)t -n i ( d ) | -.ffifn, Cg)| 
Xfy 
.Cfe)i (e) | ( h ) | 
[ a U d 3 „ s^ p -^ i (l*e*ni), ( g ) | 
(l—dnn) f (h) I 
C**!)^*^ - » * * 
• • •« (2»3*2) 
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Setting A » £ e H • I and 8)aD«0ttO in (2»3»2)« 
making suitable adj^stotnt of param@ter8» using the definition 
of Jacobl'8 polynoalals given by equation (I«l3«l2)j, we have a 
known result of Munot C^ Oi pSn (2tl)| see also 93| p«95 (7#13)1 
2 m (i»>n)i ^2 ^^* "^* "**^ » ^ *®» ^^^'^ ^^"^^ 
n«0 
-«—, (x4^>® p{a*b) /-^flk) «««« (2*3*3/ 
IB 
wheire F2 ^^  Appell^s poiynomlal of second klnd| O^U^T) by 
equation (l*3«4«)« 
In faot« the result (2*3»3) was obtained by Munot [60] 
using operational caleulas technique while Srlvastava [93f p«93} 
derived the satm result ualng method of series manipulation* 
On taking A s B » 0 In (2«3#2)y we have a known result 
of Manoeha and Shariaa C^ t^ P«233 (16)] 
Z " ''." "^ ' 04.1^E 
n«0 "' 
-ti» (<*) t 
G4-l^H 
-»*ftf (g) »' 
--fflf (l'*e«^)f (g) i 




which was obtained by the laethod of fractional derivative* 
Taking D e E a G » H a l In (2,3«4), m get a kaown 
jfesolt of Qttreshl and Pathan [67* p«180 (3,5)3 
£ iiiiiiiiiiiin miijli II 2 1 
-n » a I 
2^1 
( a L X® 
3^2 
(l-bH&) « e j 
( 1 -8 -^ ) d I 
"-m+n t ^ f 
X f**« (2»3»5) 
Setting A«A» « B ' w C « E e H a i and B » D » F » 
Q « G* o H» « 0 in (2«],»l}t adjusting parameters and variables 
suitably and using the definition of Jaeobi polynomials defined 
by (1*13*12)9 we get a known result of Pathan [63; p»59(2«3)3 
g -^"^ n F(3) 
n«o 
dti a^  —-I ——t -n t -ra+n # e t 
b H -^i -«*«| - - ^ | 1 4 ^ ^ l+ji I . • J 
x,y,« 
«j(-.l)® (a)Jd)„ „ p 
• ( l ^ h U b i j ! ^ ) ! V^^ K)*" 2^1 
m B) Bi 




which was obtained by the aethod of operational calculus* 
Againi setting A » « B * » > C o A « » E a H a l t B«G»«H» 
D » a « F « 0 | changing n,ia Into m^n in (2«1,1) and making 




i-m) a . p(3) 
mi L g, ,«^ — ^ j ——li+ei l + h | ——, 
(I'l'e+h)^ (a) (b) , X .11 F 
lyn. „,.... „ , , fHj . i , . r . .Hi II,.. lift i . | , . i I..IM: f I i i r . i n . l i ) " 2 ' ^ ! 
li* 'n n* 'n 
a+Hf o-b ? 
c+n 9 
Hz 
which i s thd eerxQCt foim of th© following result of Pathan [64i 
Z 
m\ (flHBl)l 
ast b; -—i — t *m| 8j-n| c-b | 
^ C8t^—i - — 1 - " ~ - t l * 0 | l + h | • — I 






. c+n J 
*••• (2*3*8) 
AlaOi in (2*3»7) taking z a 0 and 2 » x In conjugation 
with the us© of a transformation of Pathan t^Si p»3t2(l'3)3 
asi b I — I -*—*i g«»f| d | c«»b| ' -^  
X 
7^* z+r» 2 ^ 
L e n — I — I -—t 9 I e i — J 
^(3) 
(2^1)* F a «(3) 
a, bi t — - I - « - | — . J d | - — 1 f j 
L e u -— i -—I —^8 e| --—1 ^ I 
Vt x -« t - x 
• • * • (2«399) 
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we ©ay obtain other two correct forms of the results of Pathan 
C64V p.3l7(3»2,3.4)]. 
When A « E » H » 0 m\d 8 s » D « 6 » l in (2»3*2), we 
have a known resylt of Quroshi [665 p«48(3*3*13)l 
IS (m) 
m 
-®t 9 t 
l-»d*^ i 
«#tt v<^«3«10) 
where F« is Appeil's polynoiaial of third kind# given by 
equation (1*3«5}« 
When A « B « D a G « 0 , E « H a l in (2«3«2)y using the 
definitions of generalized Laguerre's polynomials given by Cl»13t5) 
and Jacobl*s polynomials (l«13»i2)* we get a known redult of 
Manocha and Sharma [33| p»47S{33}] 
la (••h-^ ) 
,^  TTJSjf- 4'^ («> ^^ M ii«o 
(-1)* (o,h) 
n ^ ( « , ) » p ; " ( .^) • «• (2<»3«11} 
The result (2*3*11) was also obtained by Qureshl and Pathan 
l67i p«181(3»8)] using the process of confluence [48j p#40(3»5)3« 
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Setting A o B « H « D « » O t 0 w Q « » l In (a#3*2)» 
making suitable adjitsts^nt of pacametere and varlablaSf ^slng 
daflnitl0tts of Hyabart function - — t defined by (l»4#6) 
and theraafter ualng Ksall and Frlnk*s simple 0aaaal polynomials 
y^(z) md ganeralized Baasal polynomiala y (atb»%) givan by 
equations (1«13#26) md (1«13#2?) and Rainvllla*a polynomials 
4»jgCct2) given by {l«l3»29)t wa get three more ralatlona in the 
form 
noo 
3 ^ Z 
IS 
« J ^ * » » • • ' " ' • • 
n«aO 
fa ™"fm'**» y (BfO^ •*'s*»)|, « • • * (2*3«13) 
and 
neO 
rSb fe *ffl <«• !>• — (2.3.14) 
'a* '« 
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In (2.3.3), piitting a « H « 2, E « D « 0 and using th© 
d0f initlen of generaiUed RUe polynomials H^ ®»^ ^ [SthfV] 
defined by (U13»8> C«©e also [94^ p»73(l,l)3), m ha^e 
(n) s <*n| '•»flrt-nf l«*^ a*b4iB, g; 
(&) I — I 
»ty 
«««# (2#3«15} 
Setting D«E«>Ot H « 0 « > 1 in (2«3«2}» making suitable 
adjustment of parameters and variables and then using the definition 







^1 If 2 
B$ O; I 
(a) t ^tii BH-a, 2g-m i 
(b) { —J f '»5 9 
Xfy 
f^ >^ffi t^im ^^  ^ ^  '^ 
•««* (2*3*16/ 
Slallarly setting a e B o D e O f H « l in (2,3.2) and 
ming the definition of Shively*8 Paeudo-^Laguerre polynomials fL(gtV) 





(a) I -n I -BH-n ; 
(b) J «— I KH-h I 
x,y 
a I x'^(h)Jal 
« fgy^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ R^ (h* |)» «««• V'^^SvlTi 
When D o Q t s E e O f H « 2 in (2»3«2), adjusting 
parameters and variables suitably and than using the definition 
of Sateman's polynoralala J^ »^**' (v) defined by (1*13*22) 
(tee also [69])9W@ obtain 
18 (*®/^  
n«0 **' 
As lU (a) I -n I m+n 
08 0^ 2 L (Jj) « — i g+l» h4^i t 
2 2 X % y 
••#• (2«3#18) 
SB iiwiiiiiiniiiiMiiiioii iiiil i[iiiwiiilTtiiiiiii.iii>iiiii] 111 I T'wmmmjmmmmmmi^mi I J T I T " « I — • • » » T ^ ^ r * * ' { ' • ' • ] « 
When D « S e G a H « l in (2»3#2), adjusting parameters 
suitably and using the definition of Rainville*8 polynomials 
yJ^^9^*^)ol4^^,Mby (ia3t30), we have 
(a) t *n, 2 * 2 ^ * ^'t^'tif "I - f 9» 
n*o ni 
As 2^ 2 
Bl li I 
xty 
(b) 5 
i : ^ ^ t . "••• '^ 




Very interesting uses of well known Theoreas of Whij^le [103] 
and Bailey £v] were discovered by aany oathematicians from tline to 
tlise ( See [78] to [80] # [84], [95], [42] for some results and 
references to earlier works). The ala of the present Chapter is to 
obtain certain transformations and reductions formulae of Katnpe de 
Feriet's mi^ Eicton*s double series, and Srivasteva's triple series* 
The theory of transformations and reductions of special functions 
even where restricted to the narrower subject of series of two and 
three variables,is far too broad for one to atteu^t any meaningfully 
complete survey. Our aim is accordinfly rather more limited. V\^ 
will establish the transformations of Kampe^ d© Feriet* s series in 
section 3*2 and of Srivastava^s triple series and Extends double 
series in section 3*4 and then show how our results have generalized, 
broadened and extended some knovm results* 
A known result of Bailey [^ ] is deduced as a special case 
of our main foamila (3»2«1) in section 3#3« A reduction formula 
Involving the product of two Sauss's hypergeometric functions is 
also obtained as a special ease* 
A large classes of transformations involving Srivastava's F^^^ 
47 
pt q§T 
Kampe do FerletH F t LaurUella*® f*» Laurleella^aren*» 
Fgi F t^ Fj.t %• F|j ^ Extoii's Q ^^  ^ ^9 H®3f«i*s ^2» '^ *^**'® ^K » 
W 
Z^^^^ and generalized hypergeoiaetrle aeries p^^^ arise as special 
cases of our transformations (3«4«l) to (3*4«3)» Some known resulte 
[lOj p»56 ecp-ia^ CB) and C2«2)3 of Baweja are consequences of our 
results, and many aiore knoum or new results can be obtained by 
specialixlng the parameters or the variables or both* 
3*2 Agy)^ffa^^n ^f Whipple*^ p^ f^iir?!!^  
The transformation formula to be established Isi 
If ReCa+e-*!) > 0, Re{o»l) > 0» ReCa^ b+d-^ e^ l) > 0 and \%\i.li 
then 
' a-t-b-c+d+ti a4b4-d4^ «l t d*b;d|, e » 2j 2j2 
S e p 
2t 1^ 1 a+d f a+e t e |a4-b-»e+d'fei 
l*»a««»b*d*«© jj (1-x) ^ 3 . sis 
I 
a-Hl I a+e f . e ; 
(l*»x) 
*•••« C3«2»l) 
To prove transforiaation (3*2»l)^ we express the left hand 
side &f (3»2,l) in power series forrat 
S « £ Ca»b*e4.dte)^ ^^ Ca^ b4^ d#e^ l)^ ^^  
a+n 'a-fn 
(a)„ (bli„ (d)„ (9)„ , ^ „ o . . 
TeJ^ (atB-:etdSey^ mjni ' ^^*^'^' 
Now using the series manipulation formula [691 p«36(i}] 
Z A(mtn} e E t A(iiHntii) 
fSyflsO lilaO naO 
and many others Poehhammer*s identities like 
(a) . » (a) (a4fB) 
(a) « (-1)*'* (l-»a«i^ )„ Cm being an integer) 
(a)J-l)" 
n (a)2^ «2^" (a /2 ) , (a-H/2)^, 
« • • * \3«2«3^ 
tva get 
OB (a) (b) (a+b-c-t-d-fe) (a+b^^-^e*!) x*"* 
* *• mKO^ (a+d)^ Ta^eT iftsO 01 m 
/ 3 
« ^ • 6 f l<*e*«in§ d I 
a+b-^C't'd+ejl-'eHffiji l*»bHKi { 
whichi on using a.susMation theoresi [ 7 | p«56(Dt see also 6 | p»378 
(2.1)] 
4h 
- ^ • X , y» 2 I 




•Nffl^  ««•!«, Vhff t 
l - v * ^® i ' l f l»WH0gt+f,tt ; 
*•«•« (342*4) 
(wh©r# w^^w e x^y^i-an-l) f ives 
S IS 2 ;? (^"^-^^^i)*.!.!! Ca*fo*^*d*®) (fe'*'^ )|B 
"^  •iiii'iWMWwfB "Hwniniaiwi wn»<i> aiwui igiiii'ii !•!*•• ii wMw itmmmmimimm- uprBWitHiUM i^K ^ IMw^ww^iniiWii " t inwi i i i /g i 
la ^ m 
»8I 
iii«iiimniliiiii«*lrniiiiinii«ifliii» II f«i»ii»iiiiin|i*iiiniii«iii«"iiii imiiiiiiniiiiiw-iniiiiiiiiinriiiiniDt ^ •«« • • \3«2«S) 
HoW| using [69; p#STC2)], IWiippi@«s th©or«ra for non-
^rainat lng ssriss [69i p«%t Th» 32(1)Jt 
^ ^ 
Sf Df C ^ 
K 
i-j'SKfeiji i-fS"*©! 
• • « * « (3n2 iO) 
J 
(sysli that neither (a»ls) nojT a i t 13 negative int#g@r) 
and inttjppreting the i-estilt thus ©btalned is4th th« help of ( l .6# l )» 
w© 901 
2t O i l fit*"© f , € y err© I 
''^**» .-*''l*fX ... 
• • • • • (3»2»ir) 
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«rhich?on usiag the r®d«eti«tn fexmula 
pt 1^ 2 
qs 0» l 
&, .y#*<t* a t 9«'»d-©| d f® ! 
b | f • * • • b s 
« • « 
•• 9 f 
p+2 q+ l 
d | f » * * « Sjj^i 9"*dy9«w®f 
b* f • • • 4 h^f 0 
given in Sirivasteva and Kssisscm [lOlj p»28t eqn«(34)3» gives the 
right hand side of C3«2«l)« 
^•3 ^<pe ded\^ € t^<ins 
When d « e-b and e w l-b, C3»l*l) seduces to the product 
of tm Gauss*s ordinary hypergeometric function® [69f pt45(l)3 in 
the form of generalized hypergeeaetrlc fiinetlon 1^9i p»73(2)3, 
given m 
2h 









Sf C"»fe| I'fa^lH-^t 
l+a-.b t e I a-i-c^ b ^ 
which is the known result ©f Bailey {G; p»383(7«4)]» «•*• (3*3tl) 
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When c a hi-4 in C3»2»l), w@ hav® a redtictl©!! fesrimila of 
i t 2»2 




a+b4-d-i'©-l t a i lj ; d^ Q $ 
x»x 




atfe^iasl, aH^ , d, aj ^^ ^^  
l»+0 a44 b+<l I 
(l*x)' 
•»•» \3f3«2) 
which is baiieved to b@ new «» 
V^ ©n e • a*b and d • 0 » (3*2,1) redmees in the for© of 
a knovtm tiransforsiation C3«2»6)* 
3*4 Affl|,l,^atifft^ ,q^  ,Sq^ ;eY*^ ^^ l^ 0^3C^ ffi 
A0 an applications of &ail@y*s th@ot@m« th@ main ttansfosma* 
%i&m i^ be established here are the followlnf t 
r{3) 
a It —,' (b)| — { b> l^l I Cd) I (g)| 
J 
(l-x)**® V^^^ 1:3k JL, -I* 
• II -*-|(c) ; — I ©p I I Ce) ,'4h), 
#««• C3«4*i) 
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j ( 3 ) 
I , - * ^ | (b)^ a I ©-iH-l, 2+b-e | ( d 5 | ( g ) ; 
I I - * ^ . ((f} . .»«. | i^fy^^ 0 t ( e ) j (h)^' 
x# y» E 
(l-x)*-® F^^ > 
n t -—I (b)t •—t bt J.-*! I (4 ) t (9)1 
fe . I -*«•! (c) , -—s ©, f I Ce)| (h) i«^i *'* i « ^ 
• # • • (3«44|2} 
and 
i t 2|D 
Ot 2jH 
81 e-b»l , 24-b*e I (d)^ 
— t © t l*h^ • ( h ) t 
X* X 
Xl 2tD 
» ( l -x) G 
a { b , l ^ l I (d) ; 
| S | - . ^ 2 (1-<X) 
OS 2 ; H L *-4 ©» b / 2 ; Ch)# 
• »»» \3if4m3) 
}im^f. ^1 •,tt^Q,.,..tea^lgi;igt^<^i ,^i ,(.3^,44),, $f ,„(% t^,^ ),„. 
Expressing th@ Jfight hand side of (3*4«,l.} In powar series 
form wlt^ the help of the deflnitieii of Srivastave function F^ ' 
(see eqn* (l»l,0*2))? 
lie have 
S ii.wiii«iBBifiF7tlf«riiMi>iii iiflXR«i»iiiiniiiiiiiii™winiii-jiiM>1Si»™iici iimijii imlli i i mm iilBiW 
fn,n*p«0 iR| ni Pj [c j^^^ {e)^, (f)^^ [elji t h l^ 
(-x)«* y" 2^ (i«x)"^a^+P+»>. * , . , C3,4,4») 
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How employing Bitumlal theorea [69; p*58(l)] In (3*4*4)» 
w# get 
ffl»iitP^ ©! «« 1*1 ^l Mfi-^p ^® i^a (§)» !.®3|| th]p 
( - 1 ) ® / iP 3C**^» « • #• C3*4«5) 
Utlfig sGfl@s manipulation fomy la CiOC^ t p»iOOCl.eiamd 1)] 
I t A(K,n) « £ Z A(iC»n^ K) 
in (3«4i.3), W9 have 3ft@r l i t t l e siisplifieation 
*i I bf l -^ l ; 
• • t * (3*4#6) 
-^ 5 •#•• v3»4«») 
whieh on making yso of Bailey's suBssation theorem f^ ^ p*3DCl«l)] 
# 2 I 
a/2 I w 
e i •"•""""•'•*""• i B a * " " " " ""»*"' #•*« (3«4»8) 
and Intfi^fpreting the result thus obtained in the form of f^ '$ 
gives the left hand side of C3«4»l)* 
On the ®smB lineSf one can ptoove (3«4#2)# 
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To PT0V0 (3«4#3)i we use thQ definitien of Exton*8 funetlon 
A I Bj C 
Q given by ©quatien {l#?«i) and thetsafttr proceeding 
F I Qf H 
in the $^m way as In the proof of C3t4«l|f we get result C3»4»3)4 
When E »ai 0 In (3»4»l}, we hav© a transforraatlon fo? 
Kaaipe de Ferist 's douhla hypespgeoBietrie function 
i I 2|D 
0 t a^e 
at e*l»«ly 2-t»b«-e| (d) | 
*; i^b-e, e #• Ce) « 
x,y 
1 I 2tD 
(l*x) •a 
at b» i 4 ^ # (d)? 
Ot 2|S * l ©t I J (©)? 
«»S; y 
• «»«« (3«5#Jl) 
If we take y « 0 In {3#5#1)| m get a ka^ own transfotsation 
of Baweja [lOj p#96CB)3 given by 
4l9 4 b 
a I @-»b-»ij^  2"fb««#i 
i-fb*® 1^  e I 
X (l*x)*® 3^2 
a, b, i +1 I 
O i 
«*•* {3*5«2) 
which is valid when |K| < 1 and aiso when x « I provided 
fe(i-^b*»a) > Of and. when x « -I provided that Pe(e-.a-b) > 0* 
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mm D w E «» 2 in (3»5«l)f m get another transf©Kaatioii ©f 
B4w©Ja [10J p»56C2,2)3 I 
* t 2jj|2 
OS 2i2 
as e-t^Jlf 24'b«e| iiypi 
• t i-i^i^^i 0 I A iPi 
x,y 
I f 2|2 
«» (l->t)'"* f 
a I b, I ^ l * a,pi 
M. 
1-jt » l -x 
0. 2 j 2 i - , e. f * A . . . < 
«•#« v3t5»3) 
Ofi taking B a E a H « i t C « D a Q » 0 and tli©n replacing h 
fey e in C3#4«l), wa g^t 
x>yf2 
__ l^l ^*.;«.-,^ - ^ 1 1^ ®i A' • I* » 
.(3) • • « * 
, . . .(3.5.4) 
whaa?# F« i» Saran funetion given by e«|uatlen (l*8*l)» 
Again taking B w £ o M « O t C e D « G e l and then 
raplaeing © by li in (3p4»l)| we obtain 
^(3) 
gii --^1 «-«^^  «,««•, * i , 2i A i i» I 
x,y,z 
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Whore FQ I® Saafan ftinetion given by equation (l»@«a). 
I f vm take B a C « O t D s G « £ » H » l and pti t 
e e b i n {S»4«l) t ^m get a t y p i c a l formula 
tW 
a t t 
M»tf —« 
f f * t - j f ^ | ( X t A # 
x»y#* 
t f I •****t J # b f p i jAj 
(l*x)*® F^Lai 14| , «t A f I » ?• Ii# 1 ^ i " 1 ^ ^ " T ^ - ^ 
ft'S- 6) 
viftiere F^ l« Laurl^ella^s function of three variables given Isf 
equation (l*li*l)» 
For y e Of the transformation formula (3»5#6) reduces 
in the f ozni 
i s 2» i 
Of 2 |1 
a s i-X§ 2f /\ I 
- t i » b| |» 
X i Z 
where F2 is Appall*a function defined by (l»3*4)« 
On tak ing S e C a p o i , B s O c i H s O and rep lac ing 
e by b i n (3 t4»2) i m get 
-—•It «—t* « ! a J - I t 2 i A » - — I 
xtytat F (3) 
«(l-x)*® ^M^^f otfaiSiAa; | , p,pi 1 ^ , y , -^J . . . . (3.5.8) 
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Where P„ is Saran fwnetloa as given by ©qaation (i#8«4)» 
On puttitig S w S « H s » O t O » Q « l ^ D«s2 
in (344«2)# m gat 
b « © 
(3) 
•It •I — f a I * 1, 2 I i^» fe^ I p p* 
XtVtZ 
• ® • 
iiitiiniiiiiliiiiiniii) 
» t^ 
m ^ x ) " ® Fji [ l +a /2 , j i/2t ^ , a, bg, 8#* # /a , « , i i | ^ , y, - | ^ 1 
where F|^  i s Saran^s fyfietion ^ i v tn by #q«ation {l«d«5}« 
Nowf changing y into y/ag and letting a^ tending to «» 
the f\inetl©n F^ IR (3»§i,f) xedweot t© Jain^s confluent tr iple 
hyptrgtometric function 3 |^^ ' (see equation (l*9f6)) fiven by 
,C3) 
I , «—. *—*^ ai »|^ 2 | bgt Pi 
x,y,,2 
f ^ t 
w{l-.is)-^ 3|^'^^[l#a/2* bg, pf a, a | e/2^ a , « ; g « t y#"*||^^ • 
•««f (3*5flO) 
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F 0 t C « G w O f B « E w D e H e | # ©«8b# mqit&tUm {3«4»a) 
y i # l d 9 
C3) 
*t f •*«"*»^ pp 8 t *• Ef 2 I ftf t 
iti,yfi 
• I t »; 1—, i .,h i m^i S * 
e(t*i i)*® Fj^ [ l - fb /a , ^« p, a,ajj, i | fe/2, «^f^# * ^ ^ » Vt - | ^ 3 
4i«>** (3«5«11/ 
met& function Fj^  is d«© to Satawi given »f Ci»B«3)# 
Xn Saran function F|j,# ehanfin^ y to y /a | and iett ing 
«, -—> «»# w& ©btalfi froai C3#5*ll) aii txprssaloii invotvinf 
Jain 's function 3#|;^' (see #q«atien {1#9«5)) glvan by 
F (3) 
•It ——I pi a I - l i 2t^  ——f,' 
* | I 4^MMI«««IM«w«MM»| * • " * • ^ 2 ' * 
m - x ) " ^ 3l{>P [ l *b /2 ,p tP t%a f b/^t «2» S* 1 ^ » V* l ! x J ' 
• 4»»» (3«!!^«i2!) 
FinaUyt <>n taking D » 2, H » 0 and © »8* in (3»4«3)9 
we obtain a t^ransfo^isation i&ttmlB Involving Horn** non^-eonflwent 
dotibl© hyp©rg®©m©tific fynetlon Hg ®^®® ©ipation Cl«S«2)) given by 
Q 
I t 2|2 
OS 2|0 
at I - I f 2 | {i0 p» 
•"•ti bf i | 
Xfx 
«(i*x)*'*^//2 ^ '^'» i^to/Sf ^f P* to/^t ^ - # 2 Ci*"*)]* • • • • C3*5«13) 
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An 0leai©ntary technicju© based# In patttf upen a well known 
Identity 
m m> m 
t iin) « t #(2n) -f. t ^(2n+l) 
n«aO naO IJssO 
was applitd by Manocha [51], bf ratans ©f which a generating function 
is decospostd into tw© generating functions* This t©chniq«e was 
further applied to obtain a number of gonorating functions foa? Jacobig 
Harmite, Lagyerre and Qoganbauer polynamials, hypergoon^tric functions 
of dauaa and functions of i@a@ol and Kelvin* ^uch mora general 
results of special functions are derived, using this technique by 
Lardner t^^Jt Carlson [17] Manocha and Jain C^^Jt Shanaa C®i]i 
Srivastava [%]» Shanaa [sa] &n4 Manocha and Shafina C&t]» 
The object of the present Chapter is to obtain some generating 
functions for hyptrgeometric polyniaaials using this technique* SOTBO 
linear generating functions for oven and odd hypergeometric pol^o-
raiais of Hainville and Kenaite are obtained* It is then ahovm how 
aoiae of these results yi^ld generalizations of some known generating 
functions; given by Sharma [ 81 ; pp. 133-134] for Hermite polynomial. 
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Some mitB generating functions ar@ obtained in i&tmt of double 
hypergeoaietrio functions F^ of f^ppelU'^gt'^2 ^^ Humbert and 
H^ of Horn* 
Consider the generating function for hypiergeoiaetric 








n (-1)^ niPjjCx) 
** ic«o (K»)'^ Cn-fC)i 
*»•• (4f2»2) 
and Pj^(x) is Legendre polynomials defined by equation C 1,13.13) • 
On ttaking us© of the Identity 
M <BSi M 
£ A(n) » S A(2n) 4- E A(2n+l) 
naO n«sO n»o 
«*•* (4#2*3) 
and %hQ following result of Barr [5| p«S9l(l)3 
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/ ^ 
®i * ^ *®3* * • * * • *© * 
-*^i»^2***3******^q * 
ap^aq+i 
f ZJL . .1 . . -. ."2. ..2 „.,. Z.Q q - -
# 5^ f T! i 5^ t o f • • • * f gr^f "»5 ' f 
^(p-<l-l) 2 
3 | •0^**#«&, 
^ II iiifii i i i j i i i j i i .1 ,.g4 ,.,'i, ,.n.^ B jl 2p^2q-fl 
^ 1 * 2**** a 
l,..^  „1 ,-,,,, -2 ... 2 _, ^ P ..P.. ; 
MDSpwi^ mmm,mm'^ " W ' * i - | •^•'A'"'" f # • • • f " " « ™ " " f "W"" ' 
£ >G> l b 4& 4£ 4C ' 
3 b,-«"l b-4-2 b^+1 b«+2 b +1 b + 2 
^ 1 „, ,1... - 4.. ,. 4; O ..g... -i 
_ W f JJ " f r| • ™ ••iim •• g I n • ' I # • # f n "Vy ^ ^ ' 
for generalized hyperfeomttric function In C^#2#l.)# replacing t 
by itf separating real and imaginary parts an«S ehanglng again t 
by it ' f vm ©btain the generating fanctiens fer evtn and ®cld 
hyp®rgeomttrie polynomials V2«C'f) and Vg^tCic) in the fona ^ 
£ VgjjCx) f^;j^ « C©sh(t^^^)j 0^3 




" » » * ^ ^ y 
#3 64 
- | t | # i | 
w>M.£sl}» 0^3 
• < M » | 
iiiJililg>Li|CTIl» 
,_lf ft It I J 
f H »'SI.» i» t I 
(^3 
, l f ## # I 
'tmmm. Sinh (% ) 
2 {ml) 
0^31 
i » I > > I i| I 
f» f * * 
iailiiiW,nyf|ilfi 
2 i f 3 iiii».*iiS$M..,. 
I f Wf » I 
r » » » » i i » » » | 
4- C3i*l) # 3 rm^jCTiMai i i i i t 
»^ f» f * 
0^3 






2 Vo«.^ iCst) T5f 
I I 
a«o 
2i i* l^*^ X^mtf\ tm m —wMTiSiaii iBaifflilwft i i w 
I ^ .M t 
0^3 ni%]itii.iH^Awii»i« 
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l» I* ^ * 
••Cl-i-x) 0 3 
-J 
9 V • HI! V 4f i p - s 
^» ^# 1 I 
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0^3 H)iiiB\iQuSfflili:ii«nii 
* j S nil ^ 
*t ff f I 
1/2 
4 - , £ H | ^ I ^ C/3 iii%iiiraiyai4iiwi 
f f t ^ I 
0^3 ,i(.y||); 
l i l t 
a 
+ M a ^ 0^3 
I , f , f I 
0^3 
• • • I 
JCMD! 




In C4*2«l,)f irtpiaeing % bf ett wtiltiplfim l^th 1^ « 
atdosby e - * , ( ^ l ) «,d integrating »ith resptct te « fcom 
0 %9 ^f ^m obtain on# lao^ fennarating fuii^ tii!»fi 
«••« (4#2»75 
whe^0 '^2 ^^ Htnaliert's ftifietiOfi» given by ©<niatl«ii Cl»4»5)# 
Hew let ys writ© ^ ® pelynooial Sj^ Cx)? fivsii bf (see 
f^(x,a#b) « {2n)^ # i 
"•ff*3| """M"""®f ATS } 
-2%-
l*ll I 
• •#• {4t2«i8) 
A generatljif function for f»(xt §» fe) t^^l p»239C40)3 is in 
th© f ofii 
£ %Cx,a,fe) ^ * e^^^ i^l 
naO 
• t* ,2 
l4-b I 
# •«*« (4*2ir9| 
Applying tli@ 3?@sttlt (4#2,4) for exponontial term In (4«2»9) mA 







• * > ty 












i4a ' ^ 
«*% 
l+l» 1 
• • • • {4»2<|.11.) 
In a lik® ®aiiii@rt frea'©quatlcni C4«2#I.O) and C4»2«i.l), 
t»e obtain foui? fenerating fanctlons in the f©r«!i 
r 94„ (x,a,b) ^ - (fa 
11*30 
tiiwiii* m i l 
hhh 
A 
-15 - ^3 
1+a 2 + 3 4 
2 ' 2 
1 i^fa %-l?t 
<M ''«raiif#2CT^iife'«r ( 3 ^ 3 Jl. 






(x,a,b) Ti^ksr « 2x^ 0^3 v^^m 
* I 
4 
2^3 - 1 . 
l 7 f A t W| I 
-li^  0^3 
IH.i« » . » » • § } 
I# f • 1 I 
IT* 2^3 
2.^S .3'rfi , 
4 
I life' ^ I 
«••• (4«i2*jl3} 
^ 94n4'i^ *»®»**^  TS^srrr « ^x 0^ 3 Tiiwiii 
* - H H * * ^ | 
111 
JET 
11* P t > 
2^3 
1 111 i±6 • 
I - ^^ **3Bli}°'3 
* '»">*' l 
I 5 7 
»» 4» 4 J 
IT 
2^3 
f 2^b 34rb , 
1 
• « • • v^«2«14/ 
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and 
Jo 4^n+3<*»«»*^ > r i m i " % ^^ 







W j """W"'" III "W"" } 
J I t l 111 1 
t fUbF 0^3 
H M . . t ^ | 
5* 4» 4 * 
4 
If" 
• « • • (4«2t l3) 
On aaklng us© of Laplace transfoirfa technique as in the 
preof of (4*2»7), we obtain two more generating functions from 





* • • • (4.2.I .7) 
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Where '>k Is another kind of Humbert* s function, defined by (i«4*4)» 
Again in (4,2.l), replacing t by t s % multiplying both 
the sides by e**® »'®"^% integrating with respect te a froia 
0 to «» and uaing the integral |24; p#146(24)3 
m 2 'W/2 / 
/ e*P* t^ **^  exp(-|J*) dt « p 2 « V e^pL^p^ D.y(2pv^'^^) 
••*» (4«2«18) 
such that Re(u)>o,Re(v)>OA«'e obtain the following aummation formula 
I ^ "^'-^  •'...a„«^t)"^^) 
« J M L exp(—g|-) F^ C|f ^ »• lii»-2t(x-l),-2t(x+l)3 
«••• {4*2«19) 
where D (x) is a parabolic cylindrical functiont Q^CCuim' by 
equation (1*2«9)« 
Finally,in Mehler^s bilinear generating relation 
[l00t|>p*d3Md4{13), see also [16]] for Herislte polynomials ' 
Z H,(x) H„(y) 4 r « Cl-4t^)*^ ^ exp( .^Wt -:4( A M ^ ) . £ J 
no ^ " "' 1.4t'* 
«*»• (4t2«20) 
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ysing identity (4«2«3) and BBTT result (4#2*4)t we get tw© 
interesting generating functions for even and ©dd Hezmite 






( » ) ' 
1/2 I 



























^•3 qa^es of EeduclbJii^^ 
If w© put b «s i+2a in eq«ati«m (4«2«10) and (4*2*11) f 











(syeh that 2a is 1101 an o4d integer < 0) and apply Laplaea 
4>»i 
2 2 
« (-^||-)** fiy [d| a *!• 1^ """""^ "^'g t ' - H I * ] •••• (4*3*2) 
&f)d 
ufl 
* 2x(^|#** % C<3| a '*|»3/^^ T ^ a » "I f l "^ •••• C4*3*3) 
respectively, V^QTQ HJ IS th© lisiltinf form of Hearn's function 
/ 4 ^e^ine^ by Cl*5#3)* 
For fe »« at a ipeclal case of §A^t^*^) obtained from tha 
equation (4*2*3) is the Hermite polynomial enptmmd by (1*13*2) • 
Ueirtg this factf each of the eipations from (4*2*10) to 
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(4ft2«I5) gives the generating relations for even and odd Herroite 
polynomial© in the form 
„^"2n<''> 1*7! =«•* °^^ 
2^ X t 
1/2 I 
a e** CQsh(2xft)» 
• • 
•• (4,3*4) 
Jjzt^i^"^ ^;iT! ° 2"^ "* o''^  x^t 
.3/2 J 
o - S — Sinh(2x|''t 
ft 
.... (4.3.5) 




0' '3 4= 
l42a / i i ,3 /4 ; 
-2tX^ 0^1 
• • « $ 
- 3/2 I 
t 0^3 
• • • • • • t • - • • • # 
3/2, 3/4, 5/4 I 
tn n 
n«0 
' • * ! 
« 0^1 















n^ "4fi»^ l^ ''^  TfejT 2X 0^1 I 
, 1 /2 I 
( / : 
» > » • » • » « « I 
l/2,3/4»5/4 I 
4 
- - ^ ^ ^ 
. 3 / 2 I 
0^3 
>»*»«<>«« I 
3 /2 ,5 /4 t7 /4 I 
• ^ 
• • • • \4«3«o/ 
and 
^ ^ «4ni-3^ '^ ^ IlfeT 
n 3 t 
L 1/2 I 
0^3 innijflliiil I I 
16 
-3 /2 ,5 /4 ,7 /4 I 
- 2K 0*^ 1 I 
3/2 I 
0^3 
» • * § » ' » . » « ' » 
[1/2,3/4^5/4 I 
if— »••« (4»3#9) 
which aJ?Q the knovm generating functions of Sharma [8l9|»i»«133-134 
ec|fis(lS)t (19)t (21) to (24) I eee also 100| p»213]« 
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The following theoreia was proved by Chatterjea [18] for 
ultraspherlcal polynoialalt "^ 
I^ I^ Qo^ ei^ A: If 




<» rt 1/2 
and P^(x) [102| p#8l3 l8 the ultraspherlcal polynomial defined 
by (1#14«19)# 
In I970f Saran [74] gave a theerera for obtaining the 
bilinear generating fu^^ctlons and proved that a general theorero 
for any polynomial satisfying certain conditions can be given 
80 aa to Include the above theorem of Chatterjea as a apeclal case* 
The theorem Is also applicable In obtaining raany known and new 




where a(K) and G(x) are Independent of «# an** 
ffl=0 ° 
then 
a(.)||;-yy), r -^^,^(y),^(,) 
Where 
by(y) « t (-r)pj isiCn)*^ ?"* and D a -|j . 
In addition to above general theoremt Saran [75] has also 
given two theorems more on bilinear generating function's^-^-cKare 
as follows 
Theorem C: Let 
F(xtt) o S f„(x)t" 
where f^(x) is a polynomial of degree n in Xf then 
-i:- /" e*P p ^ ^ 1^1 (c$ b| ypq/y-1) F(x,tp)dp 
jTbF 0 
«(l-y>« £ (b)^ 2^1 (-n,c|b|y) f (x)t'*# 
provided the integral is convergent* 
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Theorem 3>: Ldt 
Q(x,t) « I gjx)t** 
where g^ t^x) Is a polynomial of degree n In x, then 
-rr^r—. ff e*^ P*«»^  p**^ q^*^^^ 0^1 (a, ypq/y-l)6{x,tp<|/l.y>d! 
rTaTITBr 0 0 
« tl«y)** S <a)^ (bL 2^1 (*«» b+nt a|y) 9-(x)t" 
ncO " " " 
provided the Integral is convergent• 
Certain infinite eerie$ involving a product of hypergeoinetric 
function and Appell'^functiont with the help of traditional integra-
tion and differentiation mte obtained by Manocha and Sharma [54] • 
The results obtained are of general character and include some of 
the result* given earlier by Carlitt Cl5]» Welsner 1104], Al-Salaa 
[a], Haliiii and Al-Salam [33] a«d Burchnall and Chundy Cl3] ae 
,particular eases* 
The object of this Chapter is to obtain three theoreias which 
are then applied to obtain a number of bilinear and bilateral 
generating functions in terms of Laplace and beta integrals* These 
theorems include as special cases many knovm results given above 
and of Mathur [38]» Brafman [12], Carlitz [15], Halim and Al-Salara 
[33], a^ ianocha t^9l» Manocha and Sharma [34]» Saran [79] t Srlvastava 
and Manocha [100| see also [a)» [49], [SS], [91}. 
Theorem 1 establishes a result involving a general triple 
h7P«r<5*tai»tsU ^«Ti%s ?'^' of Sxivastava 1«^| p»4^8]# Since P^^^ 
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is a generalization of F^ to F,^ [4^% pp«li3-»il4] series of 
Layrlcella, Karape* de Ferlet*8 double series F^ ' Cl4j p«ll2]| 
^A» ^B ®^^ *^ C ®^ Srivastava [87| pp«99-100, see also [8833 
and the extended F« of Sharma [77| p4613(2)3f we can take 
advantage of our Theorem l| In order to obtain results of these 
(3) functions* Cases where F^ ' can be reduced or transformed to 
other hypergeometrlc functions for certain values of the parameters 
are special but not unin^ortant^ since the reducible or transfonE)» 
able cases may help us in obtaining known and unicnovm generating 
functions of various hypergeometric series* 
Theorem 2 and 3t associated with Appell*8 hypergeometric 
functions F^ and F^ [31|ppt23*24} and given in section 5»2, are 
obtained by considering them as a Laplace transform of one and two 
variables« These theorems have been used to obtain bilateral genera-
ting functions for a number of interesting classes of generalized 
polynomials* 
^*2 ^ain Theorems! 
Theorem 1 i Let F(xtt) be a function having a formal 
power series expansion in t» given by 
F(x,t) « Z <iJJ*)^^ .••• (S»2*l) 
n«0 ** " 
where c^ is a specified sequence of parameters, independent of 
X and t and fp(x)» n«0, ly 2y,*,»y are polynomials of degree 
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n in x^Then for Re(q) > Re(p) > 0| and with irestrlctlens on 
x»8 and tf such that the triple hypergeoinetrlc series of 
Srivastdva and FCx, ^ ^ -) remain uniformly convergent for 
z £(0»i)t we establish the result 
imi,(a)it{b) I (b*)|(b*«)i(c)|Ce^l(e*«) | 
7 ^P^n c(3) 
JJ"^*\^ 







X|*f*^2*f*3* FCx, ' ^ ) d z 
where, for convenience 
J3SL 
, {a)„ KmT, 
iW^lCq-p)' ' ' '" 1 (a)'' 
and F^ ' [x,y,x] Is the triple hypergeometrlc series of 
Srlvastava [89|p«428], defined by CT^.10.2). 
vt*« (5«2*2«) 
Theorem 2 ; Le t 
F(x,t) a E fjx)t** 
n«0 n' 
• *«• C942*3) 
where f^ C^x) is a polynomial of degree n in x, then for 
Appends function Fg (see equation {1»3.4)) 
>J 
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-^— / * e*P p^^ l^l (c | h lyp) 1^ 1 (at d| xp) FCx»tp) dp 
TT5F 0 
o» 
« E (b)^ F« [fcM-n, a, C| d, b| z, y] f_,Cx)t" •«•• (5»2»4) 
provided the Integral Is convergent* 
Theorem 3 Let 
G(x,t) » E g„(x)t" ••••(5.2,5) 
n«o " 
where g«(x) is a pelynoaiai of degree n in x, then for 
n 
Appell's function F^(s©e equationfl^S.d)) 
':-"]: r:Z, rr^'^^^*'^^ P^^ q^^^^ 0^1 (—$C|ypq) 0^1 (—Jdizpq) [TaTlW 0 0 
G(x,tpQ) dp dq e E ^^ n^^ ^^ n ^4 ''®*"* "^^ ^ '^^ ^^  ^*^^ 9^(x)t" 
n»0 
««•« (3«2«6} 
provided the integral is convergent* 
Proofs of Theorems 1 to ^ i To prove H^eorem I, we replace F(xtt) 
by its power series (5.2»l) and F' ' [x»y,E] by its series represe-
ntation (1»10«2) in the integral of (5*2#2,). Changing the order 
of integration aid symsnationg which is perroissible due to uniform 
convergence of the series involved and evaluating the inner beta 
function Integral, we arrive at the result (5.2.2)• 
To prove Theorem 2, we put tp for t in equation (5.2.3), 
multiply both the sides by e*P p ^ ^ 1^1 (c| b$ yp) 1^1 (a| d| zp) 
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and integrate w4th respect to p b@tw8@n tht limtts 0 t© «# 
with the h^lp of th@ result [69| p*l% Th*6]' 
Again if w@ multiply (5.2.5) by ©"^ P***^  p®** q^^^^ 
(/x (-—I c|. ypq) 0^1 («***|, ai fpii), replace t by tpq and 
in t eg ra l with respect i^ p and q bstssaeira tM iitnite 0 t© »p 
we iifflsediatsly obtain Th@&re® 3* 
Th@ following payticulsr case® of abovo thaox^as are of 
much interest# 
Corollary 1,' For a « 8« « 8*» « 8 « £• «» E* • « 0, X« » Oi 
theorem 1 gives an Interesting result of the type 
p+n, (a) s (e) | Ce*) I 
(2) 
i i «^ n 
* ! • *2 
(a)sCe)|{c»)| 
f„(x)t** 
x.x | X f X ^ Z 
J<j)i{f)i(r)i 
r i3 l» Tj^r'*' * 
where F^  ' C^iy] i s the Kaupe* de Feriet 's double hyptrgeoi^trle 
function iJS^i P*I30]« given by equation Cl»6fl) and K is as 
given in equation (5#2*2K 
Corollary 2', For B e B« m B** a B a E» » S*« a D » Of C » C* « C« 
a F a F» « F«« B A « I , replacing then a, with q in tit©or«ai 1, 
(3) F^  reduces to F^ and we get a known result of Mathur [58^»222 
(2.2)3t 
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~ (p) n 
| | «0 V*-F-4/n 
Jfc • # w 
Si«llarly resylts for La«rlc@lla»8 functloiis Fg, F^ ®"^  h 
(see eqns. (l»ll*2) to (l»il ,4)) given by Math«r [58] appear as 




K/ zP*^  (l-E)*^^"^ F^  [qtbic^fCgtCjlx^XtXgifXgX] F { x , - ^ ) dz 
Ifx^l • IfXgl + Ifxjl < Ij .*•* (5,2.9) 
(p) 
nwO 
a K M^ (1..)-"^ P, [„.,..,..3» c> V.«,..,3.] P(,. ^ , .«, 
{X l^ < I fm*m,^\x^\ < I ««•» (5«2»10) 
and 
«* (l**b)„ 
^ ^ ( l l ^ a j ; pBt«i»«2»«3> PX*P2*P3***-«*'^ 1»'«2»«33 y ^ > * " 
rObj /* _.a""i / • \ b^a*"! •. i-
" ITSriTg^ FgCapa2,«3lPpP2»^3*^»V»'*2'^»V3 
I? f } [ . <yiii<iiiiii ml j f^m 
valid for 110(b) > Re(a) > 0 9 ^"^ 
|X;^ | < l^.^.t^lXgl < U •»,• (5,2.U) 
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Corollary 3: On taking z « 0, y « ^ y and aaklng us© of 
Euler*3 first linear transfromation [69| p*64(4)3l 
2^1 
a , b I 
e I 
(l-z)*^ 2^1 
0"»a f b I 
c I 
Ul < i» I -jj^ I < I •••. (5,2a2) 
in theorem 2 and theorem 3» we get Saran Theorems for bilinear 
generating functions [t5| pp« 12-13]g given in seetlon 5.1« 
5«3 ApplfifCatlon^  
In view of the importance and usefulness of the theorems 1 to 
3, we first present some interesting applications of Theorem 1* 




where H^*»^' if ,J,x) is the generalized Rice polynomial given by 
equation (1*14«8}« 
In ease whenf «3 j , the generalized Rice polynomial 
^UfP) (| i^^ jjj reduces to Jacobi polynomial (see equation (1#14.10), 
'-'n,l^ «-jf4«| 





( A ) 
taking c^ « '^^:^ , f„(x) « Hi«-«t^-n)(^ ,3,x) 
In (5*2»l), «e have ftom equation (^•S*!) 
F(x,t) e FjCA I - a t ^ I -a-^i i t - t , xt)» 
Now in equation (5«3«1)^,replacing /\ by l-i'p-q, making u8eof 
Corollary 1 and then choosing variables suitably, we get 
p^tif (a)« ( c ) | ( c* ) | 
?#« 
. q t (d)J ( f ) | ( r ) | 
IH-81J —--iCa) I —»-.« | ( c ) | ( c » ) l 
- t , y , : 
n ^ i-a-^'ji 
CP)« p(2) H^^*^""»^"^^(^,i»x)t" 
^ ( P U ! ) 
By letting^ a j and replacing x by ^ l - x ) , the relation 
(5*3.3 ) can be reduced, in view of (5«3«2)9to the result for 
special Jacobl polynomialss 
P4^n,(a)j(c)|(c»)l 
L q ,(d)l(f)|(f')| 
PU |{a) ;—r-;-o,, ;(c )|(c*)* . 2 ^ 





.J, -—J q,(d)| *—*t-a-p|(f)|{f*)$ 
tmmtmm/nm f iiiiiiiimiiin^i iini»iir»r< 
•»•* (5«3*4) 
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Again, K«iBp0» de Ferlet^s function F' ' In (5*3«4), ean be 
specialized to yield the generating functions for Appell'e functions 
F| to F4# 
For example, on taking A o D s s F a F * « 0 , C a C * « l in 
generating relation (5*3.4), we get 
mp «.2t 
S39 ( l * ( - ^ ) t ) FQ CPiP#Pt-a,pj,P2l -«-P,q ,q | ^j(|XxTt 
irrfel * '2-{i*xJt^ -** ^^ '^ '^ ^ 
vsiher© ICQ i® Lauricellars Fg in the notation of Saran [tS] 
defined by (1.8.2). 
Again on replacing^ by j and p by o, equation (5,3.3) ^ 
in view of eqn • (I«l4#8)|feduce8 to special CSegenbatier polynomial , 
given by equation (1#14,16)9and we have 
a» 
X 
nao * 'n ^ T : ^ * : P^ ^^  
p+n, (a)t (c) I ( c * ) | 
y>x C® ( l -2x) t" 
( l -x t )"P F^^^ 
L q . (d)J (f) I ( f » ) | 
p:t - ~ | ( a ) ^ ' - a | { c ) j ( c « ) | 
iScl'I-xt'lScI 
-—8« —^1 qf(«J)} •—« -2a |Cf ) | ( f» ) | 
««• (5*3«6) 
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( l i ) Constdey the generating relation [ i | p.1374(4,9)3 
£ («)„f„(x |a) t"^ (l-axt)*^ # 0 [«, x |-***| 'i^lxi 3 
Where f (x|a) Is the generalized Sylvester polynoalal given 
by equation (1*14*21)« 
On taking a « l^p-q In (5*3«T) and making utilization of 
Corollary 1 together v/lth X2 « 0, v/e obtain 
we obtain 
>+«, (a) , (c) I 
g , (d) , CI) I 
2 (p)„ l+A-tC l^+D+F 
nsao " 
f^(x|a)t** ^ 
2; ii„ii.i,if>-ttt.i,i 1,11,1,11 iiffi..iiii,r.mJi i.«n.iii.r.i« i .A iSSl fL . 11..M11.V1.H m » 
%r,a«:0 (g)^ id}J^% "^i "• ^' 
Now, multiplying the above by e^K » replacing t by «! and 
then on evaluating the ao obtained result with the help of .Hankel*« 
contour Integral for the gaiaraa function fSli p#32(l»5#5)] i 
- ^ / e^ t-*-» dt « — ^ ,..• (5,3.8) 
where m la a non-negative Integer and a does not take non*posltlve 




TO ^ l*A+C l^+D+F 
p4-n t (a) I (e) { 
<l f (^) f if) I 
fjj(M|a)t' n <i^ 
(3) 
p t j «««,| .—-. I — I (a)^ (c) I — * | K I 
.,j -^-^i b I - ^ , q , (d), ( f ) | -—I — i 
X| i^ax^f * 
«•» (5»3#9) 
Setting A e C « D « a l , F « 0 and c^ '^« q in above 




S - w ^ 2*^ 1 (p+ftf PI | i | y) fj^Cx|a)t** 
n«0 
/-v; 3|i^^ tp>PfPtftX|fe»b,ytXt,t] .#•• (5.3ao) 
>(i) ¥rtfiere # Q ' ia Jain'a confluent hypergeoiuetric function of three 
variables given by equation (1»9#4), 
For u^ « Of F^^' in (5«3»9) reduces to Hiaabert^s function 
^^ in the form 
«» (p) 
S - rg f ^ f j x | a ) t * * ^ #, {p,b|X|t ,axt3 • • • * C5#3ai) 
ns=o ^" 'n " * 
which for p « b yields a known generating function given by 
ec|uation (1«14«4D)» 
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(iil) Consider a generating function [61] 
E -r|r- 4®"*'*^(x)t" « #3 [-«ib|-t-xtj •••• (5.3.12') 
n«aO ^ 'n 
where $« and L^^^^ '^Cx) being HusOaert's confluent form of ^^ 
and generalized Laguerre polynomial given by e<|wations( 1.4.3) and 
{1.14.5) respectively. 
Setting l*p»q « |fc in Corollary l , using rela t ion (5.3.12) 
af ter conflueneing «ie parameter b$ we obtain 
P^» (a) t ( c ) | (c») I 
^1**2 
q$ (d) I ( f ) | (f«) i 
(p) £ -«-IL«» p( ' a«- i i ) (x) tn 
n 
r,SB« C|i), r« @i 
r-S'S 
p+r4 8 , (B)i (c) | (cMl 
*1*'*2 
q , ( d ) s ( f ) | ( f « ) | 
. . . » (5#3#13) 
When we take F o F » o O , A a C » G » o D s a i then for a. « q, 
the above equation after proper adjustaient of parasi^ters and 







On th© other h^fftditakltig A s C « C» « F « F* «s 1, D « 0 
and then replacing a^ by q, th© function F^ ' In (5*3*13) 
reduces to Appell's function F2 an^ we get a r e su l t due to 
Mathur C^ Sf p#226(3«24)3l 
40 ( p ) / \ 
rp8*o yTQ ' 
• • • t (&*3tl5/ 
(Iv) Consider [100| p«l3l(4)] 
t "TJT^ 4®hx)t'^  « Cl-t)*^ ^^lA #«a-3l||»| -ilf-, i5f- 1 
naO ^ ^ 
•#•• (5*3«16) 
where ^^ [ 3 l | p»28] and t^Hn) [691 p»200l being Hutab©rt*s 
confluent hypergeowetrie function and generalized Laguerre 
polynoailal^ given by equations (1#4#1) and (1.14,5) respectively* 
On taking A « I'^P-Qi I* « !•*-« In relation (5«3»16} and then 
u t i l i z ing I t In Corollary 1, we get an Interesting elegant fonnuld 
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W 
P*n$ (a)i (c) I (c») I 
_ H i C<i)i Ce) I ( f») I 
r$t 4«>(x)t" 
ci-tr^ F^ ^^  
p t i Ca) I - — I -—t <e) I ( c» ) | ——I 
•tt q»(<i)| - — I — 1 ( f ) I C f ' ) | l*«^$ 
* * « • (5«3«l.7) 
MeWf OR s e t t i n g A « s C e C * « F « F * e l , D o O and then aj_=c 
©qaatlon C5#3»17) yields a result of the type 
£ ftSfc ^2 f^ **» i^»^2^ V^'a* y*^ ^ ^'^'(x)t' C«)/«\*,n 
11 
where 
bf e<|iiation (l«9»i)* 
(v) ConsldeiF the relation [100$ p«166f see also C^iJ]* 
« (a) ^ 
I — ^ a {^p m x)t'' « Fg tttfPf^iJit^iwttvt] ••••(%3a9) 
where u « x-fx^-l), v* X4#f^ -1) and Rj^(p,tt|x) Is Bedlent's 
polynoiaial defined by (1.14.24) • 
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ffl,ii,r,««0 ^ ^ B i ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^^^s tfii ni r\ @t 
which on writing ^ ^oi' i t imtltlplylng by «^ fC*" «nd making 
evalyatlon with the help of the Integral (S.S.f)?gives 
« (b) „ 
£^ - n : r ^ , F o tfe*n» a,c i d tb | Eiy3 R„ i$0%x}t^ il«0 il*)- 2 n 
« F^ ^^ Cbf a, c# P I Pi d, b , i*, »i| z» y, u t , vt3# . . . # (5.3»20) 
Letting z ——> 0 and using {5»2*l2)t above' eguatlon gives 
eo 
naO *'''n 
t ^ 2^1 
-n I c I 
y-»l R^ (p,iifx)t*^ 
L b I 
(1-y)® F?^[b» c , P I P I b , |4 ii | y , y t , v t l^ t»»t (%3,2i) 
(vl) For the generating relation i%^^l}^ the application of 
Theorem 2 would give us the bilateral generating function 
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„ ; ^W*'\ -slL. F(3) YftpXt 
Writing t/K for t , Bwiltlplylng by « K* and evaluating with 
the help of Integral C5«3»9)i th© above equation yields » 
« F^ [btCta^*-at^|IStdf*<^-PtP|yt«^-'t»xt3* • • • • C%3*23) 
Umi in view of fofiwila C5»3i2), the GeneraliEed Riee 
pelynomial H^®****^ **^ (^^  tPtx) appearing in above equation reduces 
to Jacobi polynoffllal and so we have 
jb) 
n«o ^-^'V/n 
^ ' ( JgJ ) - % tb*n»ateNfb|2,y3 P^« -^«»^*^^>{x)t" 
« P/^  [b f Ct ^ t • « t ' ^ l b ,d , «a -p t ^ | YtSEf-tf f Cl-3c)t3« .•••C5«3#24) 
Again when we put p « «> V «* 0 | ehange z to "I and 
le t a ——> «»t t**® equation (5»3»24) gives a reisult for ultraspherlcal 
polynomial P^ (x) (see equation {I»l4ti9)f 
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H^et® 3$^ •'•s Jain 's conflwnt hypergeoraetrlc function ©f three 
variable given by @<|uatlon (l«9«l)* 
(A) (vll) Let fjj(x) « .*.^ *yRi«.. c^ (x) , then by fflsans of a result given 
In Srlvastava and Manocha [lOOf p*l26C7)]t vm .-^o-^ 
F(jt,t) « P^ t/t f «# PI }*l tttt v t ] , 
VVhert « « X* f(X^-»l)| V » X- f C ^ - l ) and G^ (x) I s the&iegenbauer 
polynomial given by dcjuatlon Cl#l4»l6)* On making um of above ^ 
Theorem 2 wowld give us the bilateral generating functions 
L \in " ^^ ^'^' '• '* "• '"^' "^^ ""'"'*" 
« . (a)^ (b) 
L (1). li^A> ''^  ' QssO * ' e 
—-i t 1 1*1 "—t b | - | - | 
•«•# (5«3#2&) 
Now, myltlplylng the above by e^ K*i writing "I for t» and 
Integrating the so obtained result with respect to K with the 
help of {5«3#9)i we obtain 
I ~ ^ f^ [b+ntafC|d,b| | J | , i ] c j [ ( x ) t * 
«* (a) (b)g _ a V 
« S TV, „ .f. o..,-.^  (rSf) Ff5Cb*8fb-*'8,b+a#c,«,P|btl»fl*l»» «Mt]« 
s»o Cd)g 8/ * * " y * 
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Again letting 2 tending te ZQto^ ©<|n.(9»3«2t) give« 
**nt « I 
nssO -St^ ^ h I CJJCX)!" 
Cvili) For th© ftatem^'s generatlnf function CS| see also 70| 
l4« I 
%Lf:Xl 0^1 2 
_ l-t-^ I 
•««• (5«3t29) 
v^ mm tmm (§»2#5)| f^ C^x) « '^p^y^"""{l4|'| P^"*^^ an<l 
n * '^'n 
a ( x t t ) w o**i tCx^i> 
. I-HII 
0^1 t{af»l) 2 
L l-frpi 
then the application of Theorem 3 would give «§ 
n O ^- " ' n »- r^ji 
C3| FQ [stb I et<J» Itff, l«f0| y |«, n,.U*|l.1.*, ^ i l ^ | U i ] , , , , ^ (5#3«30) 
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Whefif w© put i «»Of replace y by rjjft t by -|*p, 
c by at d by b and wse Euler transformation (5»2#12) in the 
above generating relation, we get a result of Saran C75 | p«16t3»3)}s 
X {i^)r(t^)n ^^ ^"" "^ "^  '* ^ ' P^^'^^C'Ot" 
•»•• v^*3*31/ 
- (1-y)"^ Fg [a,b| l+a. U^i ^ , I '^0^* I •^'Sj^ 5* 
Again for c ts 14^, d a l^.p and y « z a 0, equation 
(^•3«30) yields a result du@ to Brafman [12; pt943] 
2 fii^ gy ' (f^ :^ ) Pj^ **»P' e F4 Ca,b| l*a| i+pj ^ {x-l)t, ^ (x+l)t] 
•••• v^*3*32/ 
(ix) Consider ^ e generating relation [100| p*85(23)f sea also 
a2| p«267] : 
(l«xt)** (1-yt)*^ « £ fj;»^ {x,y)t" . . • • (5.3.33) 
whero gj;»P(x,y) is the lag^ango polynomial given by aquation 
(1«14«2@}» 
Now using (5#3«33) in Theorem 3 and then in the result 
thus obtained writing t/pq for t, multiplying by e ^ ^ p*^ q 
and evaluating with the help of the integral C9«3f9)f w© obtain 
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to 
m Z (b) j £ L pC3) 
misO Id sti 
a+i!i,b4'm8t «—I — I — I ——I « I P I 
ZfXt,yt 
.J I -—|g^ | | I ««*-| b |-—.|—-•• 
• . . # (5 t3#34) 
since on r op l . ^ng x b y - | ( U x ) , y by | ( X - x) , a by -« 
and p by - # , (5»3»33) reduces to a resul t of Carlit^CClS]* see 
also [lOOi p«82C2)3) involving Jacobi polynomial P^''^*"*^'*"'Cx), 
the above replacement In equation C5#3»34)i offers us 
» (a) (b) tn n a wt\ n 
E r r t ^ W ^ F . [a*n. b^^i a , b | y,z1 p^«-n#-«^(x)tf» 
nso ^^'n* 'n 
B 
m=0 '^  «j 
a4©,b*asf ——•1 •*—•! -—*i '-—•! -eii -P | 
{t ——I Cid| —-s b |——|——I 
2 , « | ( X 4 . i ) t , - ^ ( j f - i ) * « • • • \3«3«33) 
Taking C a C * » D « 0 | F o F » t B i , A « 2 and 
then replacing a* by q in generatir^ relation (5«3«4), w get 
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(p) 
t^ r z ^ F41-". f»^1 . h «y. '1 p(«^».»-«)(«)t'' 
nssO 
( M - ^ ) t ) Fg [p»p,p,-a'r^ fPi-«-^ , Xj^ , A2» izxtim-' iJ^hm 
si. 
2«{ 1»XJ •f«« (5»4«l ) 
whet© Fg Is L©\islc©lla* s f^t qiven by ©q\i&ilon (l«8«l)» 
SlmllairlVt on taking AteCssC* o F « F » « s I f D o O and 
then making proper adjustmsnt of parameters and variables in 
(5»3*4)f v^ get a relation involi?ing Lauric©ila*s function f^  
(see equation ( l . l l s l l ) ) * 
(p), 
lo t = ^ ' 2 CP-«. ^ l ' ^2 5 ^1* ^ 1 y. ^^ ^ " • ^ ' ^"^^Cx)t'^ 
• • • t C5«4«2) 
Where 9 for convenience 
{)) e (i«. ^ ( i -x) t )» 
Again, when Xi * «2 " ©t then (5»3*4> reduce© to 
[ p t HI| 
••p (l-|(l*X)t) # 1 j»rp»jjTt • •»•# v^#4t3) 
••flE'"*p } J 
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the result (S«4,l) and (5«4.3) ar® known reaulte ^ f 
Sharma and Mlttal [83|p«691«492 @qn8«CX0} and (il)] and result 
(5«4«2) Is dti© to Manocha C49| p#457 e(p»(2.2)3« Soa® aore 
bilinear and bilateral generating functions involving Jacob! 
polynomials follow iBwedlately from xrosylts (5«3*6)t (5«4»1) and 
(5#4.2) upon reducing Appell's functions Fj,f ^2 ^^^ ^ 4 **^  
QBM%% function 2*^1. 
Again the generalized Sylvester polynomial f^(x|a) in 
equation (5#3«11), in view of relation 
fj^CxiD « #„Cx) a - | p - 2 ^ 0 C-ni x| ^ ) #••• (5#4»4) 
reduces to Sylvester polynomial #j^Cx) a«<3 w® 9®t a known result 
due to Mathur [58| p,226C3«22)]« 
40 Co) B 
2 -r«fi 2^1 (p+nt P I I* I y) *n(x)t'* -^  
n«!sO n 
^ Q ' Cp#PtPtPiX|b,biytXt, t3 • • • • (S»4,5) 
Where 30^^^ is Jain's confluent hypergeo^tric function given by 
equation (1»9'4.)« 
When wcr take 2 » 0 in generating relation (5»3«15)t we get 
a result due ito Mathur [58| p#226(3,25)3l 
w (p) « («*!n) „ 
s - f i r ^'i <p+«» H* % * y^  n^ *^^ ^ 
n«0 ^^'n 
4 • 30^^ ' tPiPfPt P| i - a i « i f ^» ,S '» y» "^^ "^^^* » • • • ^^•^•^^ 
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In equation CS#3#l?), when C « C « e D a O t F ' » F * « l 
and A a^ sueh thdt letting one of the A*e parangteirs te he 
0» V9e eldtain a TOSuJlt dtie to Mathuir [58| {»*225(3«2.7)J foe Appeal* s 
fyneti^n F^t 
(p) 
.L T H * 4^ tp*". N ^l. Aa f y.e] t.««>(x)t« 




i^ere 3 | | ' is Jain*s fynctl©n given by equation (i*9»3)* 
Inequation C5,3.20), taking y »0» changing i into z/a 
and letting «r*—> », we get a result for Beciient'e polynoaial 
involving Jain»i f«netion 3*^^^ * 
• 3^^ [bfbit>##tPl<*tJ^»l*|2f«tiVt3# *•«• (3*4»8) 
On taking a a At b « S # c « l+j* '^^ ^^  z « 0 in 
(5#3«^>(5we get a known result of Manocha an<l Shanaa C^ l^ p«7tC3l)]i 
S 'r||3)''''''CiSi'|""" ^^ i^*np ^*n| l-^ l^ y) p|®»^'(st)t** 
•«•« C5»4«9) 
« FQ t/\ f 51 l*«t i*P# 1^ 1*1 "*"^ *|fa^  g i l | l l l ^ y] , 
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whleh was obtained by fractional derivative t0Chni<|iie# 
H©w, putting i » 0, replacing y by '-«£|-" » t by - j f r " 
iind laafeing as© of Euler trantformationt aquation C5»3»35) gives 
a r e su l t of Saran C75| p«l6(3«4)3t 
Z I ' N \^J,n 2h ( . „ , b+„ , a, y) p{«-n.?-n)(„)tn 
•nm iirtO " " n ' " ' n 
«»b / «\ 
e (l«-y) F^ -^ *^  
B g b f 8 ""''''"•"•J "'•''"""•^  
•18 
• I -««S - P 
•led I -—f a I «-|—I 
-^•IW^^ .Mill y-1 
. i . . (5»4»10) 
Alsof aquation C5«3»34) is a generalixation,of knovm resul ts 
ClOO$ p*105 (equation (4) to C7)| ptl06 equation (8) to (11) and 
p . 10? (equation (12)) ] • 
9^ 
Apart from the Laurie©!ia»s functions F^ t ^g t FQ 
and Fj^  ' and certain of their limiting cases, un t i l 1972# 
no systematic study had been aiad© of any hypsrgeometrlc functions 
of four variables . Exton [31] was the f i r s t author who defined 
and exafulned quadruple hypergeometrlc series* The functions are 
of second order and Involve at leas t one product of the type 
(ai K-HB+n+p) E I (a+K+m^n'i'p)/[ (a)^ In their ser ies representations! 
Ki ia» n^ p are the indices of the quadruple sun^atlon* Exton used 
the notation K, to ^ , for these series and worked out the i r 
Integrals of Euler typot taplace type and FochhafiKner Integrals 
(see Exton [31:, PP» 79 -88])* On account of many properties of 
these quadruple hypergeoroetrlc serleSf an Increasing number of 
such problems md properties are now capable of being elegantly 
represented by their use* The convergence of the ser ies K, to 
Kgi Jsay i^ Investigated by B»ans of the gener&l theory outlined 
In the work of Exton [SlJ and Srlvastava and ICarlsson [lOlJt 
In the present Chapter» we obtain a number of generating 
functions of Laurlcella»s F^f Satan's Fg and Fgt Horn's H^^ 
Pandey's Gg and Sxton'^ K|Q in teras of Exton'a %f^#%o*^3*%6 
and associated Quadruple function D #^ These generating functions 
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aa^ readily obtainable from the Laplaea tyi^ Integrals of the 
funetlons eoneemeil* A nund^er of special eases are deduced In 
6*2 ^aln Generating Fynctli^na 
(i) Consider the generating function given In Srlvastava and 
Manocha [100{ pol32{d)]t 
Z I p - i n n , , • r t 4 « > ( x ) t " 
n o \ n (I-WE-HB)^  
V 
a4ia 
A • k-»  
m / 
where m la a non-negative Integerp L^®'(x) and $2 *>®iR9 
generalized Laguerre polynomials and Humbert's function defined 
by (1»13#5) and Cl«4,2) respectively* 
In (6«2*1}, replacing x by xst imiltlplylng by 
e - s-^YaCb, e , . « , , ye. « ] and then Intograting ter» by te™ 
with respect to s between the llralt 0 to ••# we obtain 
I Ca) E mi HI"" %ifii«ia» -»»-"• bf^l l+«#e%fe2M»yt2;]t" 
o» 
/ V « 8*-l ( ' ^ ° ) ( l - t ) - ^ ^ t b | e i , . 2 , ys. is] 
^gC-JBf A I l^ NSEl XS i ""l^"*] dS 
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«Aier9 Fg is SatanH function and ^f^ is Huatbert»« function 
given by equations (i»3*l) and {i*4«5) respectively* 
NoWf on employing the integral C31| p*82(3*3»2«2)]t 
/ e*® 8 ^ ^ ^^^t**^ ^ 1» ®2^ *®ty*2 •2^*^1**2* cltx8|ti3 d« 
•«*• (6«2*2) 
where K^ la Exton*8 quadruple hypergeometrie function defined by 
K9[a,a,a,ai b,b,Cj^,C2i e^,e2t<l»d$x,y,E,t3 
fgH V rw iin i n f t X t i T h f rTnfi ini I ]|n»fflt»»—i»Xffiii muni ini4Nii i i i—w»M>lt—K nitArni iw • • M M M * aaJbitaM aMuBMaia ^ 
«••« (6*2*3/ 
above equation takes the form 
» (A) 
£ « ^ Fg[a,ata,-.m-n,b,b|l*o,e.,e2|x,y,z]t" 
a (i-t)** K5[a,a,a,a|b»bt-m,^| ej^ fOgt l+a|l4a|y,8t3Ct'i^j . 
«• • • (6«2,i4) 
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Again iifi ©qyatien (6»2*1)9 replacing x hy m^ multiplying 
by d*"® 6*"^ l^lCbgl cJj^ i ys) l^Kb^id^fZs)! Integrating tern by 
term with rtspect to s totween the lljiits 0 t© • and then 
making use of the integral [ 3 l | p«82(3«3«2«6)]{ 
l^l(&4l dgt ts) ds o |TiFK^3[ata,a,aib|tbijtb3#M®»*^»*^l»**St* 
XtyyZft] 
•«•• (6t2«5) 




• «•• (6«2<i6) 
we obtain 
« ( A ) p. 
« ( l - t ) * l^3[a,atata|-Bi, Afbgtb^ll+Stl'fafdj^fdjix, ^ ^ ,y,23 
• • • • (6#2#7) 
where F^^ is Lauricellafs function defined by ( l t l l , l ) . 
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Alsof in equation (6*2»l.), If we replace x by xSf 
Biultiply by 4>2Cl>3ffe4lC2iySt2«] and make us© of the integral 
C3i|p,82{3»3»23)3t 
0 <2 
where K,2 is Exton'e function given by 
K,HI»ntpaO ^®1 W ^Vft4|> ^'- «»' **5 Pi 
»««# (6«2*9} 
wt obtain after series inailipiiiation 
« ( i * t ) K|2C«f®t^fS^-T»^Af5'^3#^4ii+«fi*NttC2i^2*^» " ^ r * » y»*^ 
where F Q is Saran'^function given by equation (l«8»^)* 
(ii) In a bilinear generating function given in Srlvattava and 
Manocha ClOO| p,i3S(20)]: 
£^ - ^ F^ata,a,-a-B,b3»b4|l-HS,e2t<^2^*»y«*3^" 
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• • 8 Awl 
replacing x by xs, y by ys, multiplying by. e « 
vpgCb.iCj^tCglzSits] and then Integrating term by term with respect 
to 8 between the limit 0 to »f we get 
oa i 14*3 ) 
E „,,..,.^ ,„mn KjQ[a,a,a,a|bj^fbj^,-ii,*iiHn|C^,C2il+«,l4#|Ztt|tXiy] t" 
« /*e-Cl-y)s «a-i(pH)^ ( l - t ) - P ^ ^ y2t^l^«l*«2»«8'*l'' 




Now using an Integral C31|p.81(3.3.2.1)] 
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#••• \6»2(iiI3) 
In (6.2.11), w© obtain the following generating function 
Involving £xton*8 function K^ and K^QI 
naO 
£ „• ^ '^•"'^" Kj^p[a,ata,a|b^tbj^l-nt-«ffl-n|Cji,C2#l+a|l"»^$2tt|fX»y]t 
« .l-^'^w KftCa,a,a,a|b.,b,»P'HiH-l,p4mH|c,t^ia-t-lfp-fll 
• *• (6*24»14) 
where the function K^ is defined by 
K5Ca,a,a,a|b^,bj,b2,b2iCife2»®3»*'4**'y*^»*^ 
up«0 ^ V K <^«2^ m ^Vn ^ V p ^ «>? «( P' 
«•«« (6»2«19/ 
6.3 Gase^ qf reducibilitv 
In (6#2«4), talcing ©j^  « ©j " ^ f^*** making use of the 
transformation [31| p*116(4«l,l6)]t 
Fg[aia,apb,c,C|d,CtC|X,y,3s3 
^ (1-y-z)-® H4Ca,b|c.d| | - H _ , ^j:^^ ], „ . . (6,3*l) 
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W9 Obtain 
iittO • ^ ( l - y ^ « ) * ^ * 
wh©r© //^ Is the Horn'^function defined by (i«5«2)« 
In (6»2«8)9 replacing a by d|-H«, d^ by b^ and then 
making «8© of tafansformation [31|p»117C4»l#25)].* 
K.gCd'fc-lt^i+C-lfd'i-c-lfd+c-libitbgifegfb^lStetdjb^iXtyfEtt] 
= ( l - x ) "^ ! (l-y)"^2 (l-a5)***3 (l-t)***4 
°5f**i»^2»4»^**'^ » "^'®* "ife"* nciy* i ^ » i : i r^* •**• ^^ •^ •^ ^ 
we obtain 
£ . ^ J L . P^[dj^4'«,-^'r),b3»b4|l-H«#dj^,b^|x»y,23 t** 
ttaO 
o (1-x)® Ci4'xt-tr'^(i*yr^3 (i*«)''**4 
where DgCsiiP.ei] is Exton»s associated quadtupl© hypergeoiaetrie 
function} 
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Hg V inmiiiiiMTl—»«—CTimi • mJHilfil ln>W ll i iMiTl3»iCSI> i i lHri i i iiMifiwWlKMii«iht<<«iiitaiii«M^^ • 
k,ffi,n«o '^ »' ni P! 
The function De usually occus* In the integration of the partial 
diffejfsntlal aystem associated with the Laurlcella'^function 
4 ^ ^ (see [263f C29] and [30])• 
In equation (6«2«lO)t replacing a by « * ^ and then using 
transformation C31| ptllt(4«l.22)3« 
MV**2*^»V^*^»V*2*^»^l*'^2»^3^®l»*^2»®2*''»^»*^ 
« (l-x)-^l Cl-yr^2 (l-i)*4 
QB[l*C|,bj^,b2,b3|C2l 1 ^ • " ^ t 1^1 ••»• (6*3.6) 
for Saran's function FQ (see equation (l*S«2))^ we obtain the 
following interesting generating function for Pandey's function 
Gg in terms of Exton's function Kig 
n«0 "• 
-a (l-x)®*** (l-y)""''3 (l-z)*°4 (^[-ci .-^ntbgtb^iegi 
x5f» y ^ t i i l ^ *" « (I'-t)"' K|^ 2ta+C2*a't-C2»«'^ «*2»^**^2*^*^ fbg^b^ll+ot, 
l-HC|e2fC2|}St " | 5p f yj2]» •#•• (6.3.7) 
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Again in ©<|usti©n (6«2*lO)f making proper adjtistniant of 
parataetors and then using transformation t3i|p»il7C4*l«24)]t 
« (l-x)""^! (i-y)'^2 il^zrh (l-t)***4 
for EKton^t funetion IC|^ 2* *® 9@tan efegant g@ntrating functioni 
FQ Ca'fC2f«+&jfa4^f-ffl-n^b3,ii^|JL+a,e2tC2,piyi2)t" 
o (1-x)® (I'l^x^t)*'^ (i-y)-^3 Cl-i)****4 
• * • • ( 6 f i 3 t 9 ) 
In @c|tiation (6 •2*10)9 xepiaeing §2 ^^ ^» ^ V^ ^*^ ®n4 
using traneforraation C3i|p«il9C4«liiX*li)]? 
%6Cfeiti^ fb3tfe4iat x^mm* (u^uif * TRffer • rgylfiay 
« ( l - x ) ^ l Cl-y)^2 ( l - i ) **3 ( l - . t )^4 





. . . . (6-5'a) 
where K^ ^ i s Ext@n*s funcUorif defined by 
K^^ta»b»efd|f|XfyfZtt] 
B 1^ « • i» i w P t f i i l i M l BiMl'il'iSWiniin IIIIIIMCTIIIIB II i i i n w j y y H B iilfliiiili I mjtmmm mJSimmm « w « M M i -
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In the present paper, some linear generating functions for even and odd 
hypergeometnc polynomials of Rainville and Hermite are obtained. It is 
then shown how some of these results yield generalizations of some known 
generating functions of Sharma* for Hermite polynomials. Some more 
generating functions are obtamed in terms of double hypergeometnc func-
tions i/i, i>2 of Humbert and H-, of Horn. 
§1. We consider the generating function for hypergeometnc polynomials 
[Rainville^. p. 244 (Ex. 7), p. 252 (17)] 
0 0 






{k !)=> ( « - * ) ! 
and Pk {%) is Legendre's polynomials [Rainville', p. 166 (2)], given by 




On making use of the identity 
00 O^ °2^ 
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and the following result [BarrS P- 591 (1)] for generalized hypergeometric function 
[Rainvine\ p. 73 (2)] 
pFq 
«i> a^.az,.... Up-, 
bi,bt,bs,..., b,; 
Oi fli+l 0^02+1 Op Up+X 
— tP^2q+\ 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 > O ' 1 > • • » "^ > 2 ' 2 
4(p-«- l )^3 
1 />! 62+1 62*2+1 b. ba+l 
_2 "^ 2 1 • "J_ "q 
L 2 ' 2 ' 2 • 2 ' ' ~2~ ' - ' ' 2 ' 2 
.1 ai-a2-ap ^ p 
"^ bi.b2..b„ ^ "^'"^^ 
.Oi+l fli+2 02+1 ^2+2 flp+l a, + 2. 
2 ' 2 ' 2 * 2 '•••' 2 ' 2 ' 
4(p-(l-l)^2 
3 61+1 61+262+1 62+2 6,+ l 6,+2 
.2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 '•• ' 2 
...(1.5) 
in (1.1), replacing Z by it, separating real and imaginary parts and changing again ^  
by it^P, we obtain the generating functions for even and odd hypergeometric polyno-
mials Vjn {x) and V2„+i (x) in the form 
OP I 
X oFs 








1 £ 2 
1) 2> 2 
/ (^- l )" 
64 
X 0 ^ 3 
1 4 3 . 
i> 2> 2 , 
f (x+l) ' 
64 - - ^ sinh(?>/2)^(x + l) 
X 0-^3 




1 S. S.. 
64 
and 
+ (x- l )of3 t(x-\y 64 
1 £ s. a.. 
O'f^s 




r cosh ((1'^ ) 
(2n + 1)! : ( 1 - ^ ) 0 ^ 3 
...(1.6) 
64 
1 s. &• 
" - ! » « ) 2> 
Inequation continued on p. 159) 
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X „F: 0-^3 
t(x+\Y 






Li 4 *• 











1 S. S. 
• - i ) 2> 2» 
64 
1 s. a. 
^ * J 2> 2> 
64 
...(1.7) 
In (1.1), replacing / by st, multiplying both the sides by c' s'"-^' and integrat-
from 0 to 00 with respect to s, we obtain one more generating function 
00 
2 («). v„ (X) ^ = (1 -r) ' ^ , |_«; 1,1; ^-^tiT. 1 0 = ^ J 
..(1.8) 
where ^^ is Humbert^ function, given by 
[a; b, c; x,y]= V (fc)m(c)„ml n\ ...(1.9) 
Again, in (1.1), replacing t by ^s^ multiplying both the sides by e"' s^""'), inte-
grating with respect to s from 0 to 00 and using the integral [Erdelyi et al.^ 
p. 146 (24)] 
00 
f e-p' f»-i exp ( ^ ] df = ru 2" v"/^  exp (v/? )^ Z)_„ (2/?v> 1^) ...(1.10) 
0 
such that Re (M) > 0, Re (v) > 0, we obtain the following summation formula 
00 
2-^v„(x)2)_<._,„ ((20-^ '^  
(80' ^ exp ( ^ - ^ y , [ A ; ^ ; 1, 1;_2,(^-1)._2/(X+ 1)] 
•(1.11) 
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where D_o-2„ ((20"^'") is a parabolic cylindrical function [Erdelyi eM/.* Vol.11, 
p. 117 (4)], defined by 
i^) « . ( z ) - 2 . « e x p ( ^ ) | - | ^ F. —m 
Li ; 
+ ^ / .... i f i 






for m being not an integer and F^ is Appell's double hypergeometric function of 
fourth kind (RainvilleS p. 265), given by 
Fi[a;b;c,d;x,y] = \ ' ia)m+„ {b)„+„ x-" y" ic)„ (d)„ mini ..(1.13) 
such that 
§2. Let us write the polynomial f„ (x) [Rainville', p. 237 (26)] in the form 
g„(x,a,ft) = {2xr,F, 
-n -n + 1 
2 ' 2 ,\ -\- a; 
...(2.1) 
1 +b; 
A generating function for g„ (x, a, &) [Rainville\ p. 239 (40)] is in the form 
00 _ 
2 ^. {x, a, b) ^ = e'« xF, 
•1 + a; 
Ll + fe; 
...(2.2) 
A special case of g„ (x, a, b) for a = b is Hermite polynomial (Rainvillc^, 
p. 191), given by 
H„ (x) = (2xr 2F, 
~n —n + 1 
' ^ ' 2 
- 1 (2.3) 
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Applying the result (1.5) for exponential term in (2.2) and proceeding on the 
same lines as in the proof of (1.6) and (1.7), we get 
and 
oo 
V gjn+i (.X, a, b) 
ln)\' " '^' 
r 









tx"- . F i 
1 +a; 
Ll + i; 
.(2.5) 
In a like manner, from equations (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain four generating 
functions in the form 
2^gin (x, a, b) ~ - y = ,F, 
l_l i A. 
16 
2tx^ (1 + fl) 
(1 +6) 0 ' 3 16" 
— 2) 4> 4) 
f l 4-a 2+a;. 
2 ' 2 ' 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
-2J-_a 3 4- a_ 
2 ' 2 ' ^ 
3 2_4 j 3 + 6 / 
L 2 ' ' 2 ' 2 ' 
_ 00 
2_^ ?4n+2 (^. a. b) (4,^^:2)'! "" ^^^ *^ ' tx*_ 16 2-^3 
( 1+ f l ) 
( 1 + 6 ) 0-« 3 16 a/'s 
_2' t i f ' 
OO 
L 2 ) 4> 4 ) 
r 2 + fl 3 + fl 
2 ' 2 ' 
3 2 + 6 3 ^ 6 . ' 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
...(2.6) 
r l + ^ 2+a 
2 '"2 1 
4 
11±^ 2+6. 
Lt. 2 ' 2 ' 
...(2.7) 
16 
1 8 4. 
-2 t 4 ) 4> 
{equation continued on p. 162) 
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-\ +a 2 + a 
X .F, 
X ,Fo 
2 ' 2 ' 
1_ 1 + b 2 + b, 
• 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
•2 + a 3 + fl. 
2 ' 2 ' 
3 2 + fc 3 + b 
4txH\ + a) 
3 (1 + ft) 0 ^ 3 
L 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
tx* 
16 






(4/1 + 3)! 3 ' "^ ^ 
^1 4 1. 




f l + a 2+a 
2 ' 2 ' 
1 1 + f c 2 + b 
L Y ' 2 ' 2 ' 
2 + a 3 + fl. 
2 ' 2 ' 
3 2 + b 3 +b 
t 
T 
2x(l + a) 
(1 + 6) "^ ^ 
tx* 
16 
X 2 £. 
. t > 4> 4> 
4 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
...(2.9) 
For b = a, the above results give us the known generating functions of Sharma^ 
[pp. 133-134, eqns. (18), (19), (21) to (24)] for the Hermite polynomial H„ (x). 
Again, on making use of Laplace transform technique as in the proof of (1.8), 
we obtain two more generating functions from (2.4) and (2.5) in the form 
00 
^ ( ^ ) , g2n ix, a, b) -~j = <j/i [ j ; 1 + a; 1 + b, -^ ; -t, ?x==] ...(2.10) 
and 
2](<^)«?2n+i {x, a, fe)^2„-t-i)! = 2^ '^ 'il'^ » 1 + a; 1 + ft, y ; —^ txn 
»-• ...(2.11) 
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where iii is another kind of Humbert^ function, defined by 
163 
00 
i; b;c,d;x,y J = ^ - ^ (b)m x-" y" )«, {d\ mini ..(2.12) 
such that j X I < 1. 
Also, if we put b = I + lain (2.4) and (2.5), use Kumraer's second transfor-
mation [RainvilleS p. 126 (9)] 
1 ^ 1 
•a; 
la; 
Iz = e' oFi 
_« + i; 
...(2.13) 
(such that la is not an odd integer < 0) and apply Laplace transform technique, 
we have 
oo 
^ {d)n g2n {X, a, 1 + la) -j~ 
and 
/ 2 \'^  „ r , , 3 1 t' Itx^ 1 
14) 
(^ )n 2^/,+! {x, a, 1 + 2a) r (2n + I) I 
= 2x{J—)''H[d;a+i,l-; '^ Ixt^ 2 + tj 1 ' ' 2 ' 2 ' 4 (2 + 0 ' ' (2 + 0 ...(2.15) 
respectively, where H^ is the limiting form [Erdelyi et al.^ Vol. I, p. 226 (35)] of Horn* 
function H^ and is given by 
fl,[.;*,c;,,.]=2,-fl x^ y"" 
m» n-O 
)„m]n ! » ! .,(2.16) 
such that 1 X I < i. 
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EXPANSION FORMULAE FOR GENERAL TRIPLE 
HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
CH WALI MOHD AND M I QURESHI' 
(Received 11 July 1984, revised 27 March 1985) 
Abstract 
The main object of present paper is to obtain a finite summation of Srivastava's general 
tuple hypergeometric senes m terms of Kampe de Fenet's double hypcrgcometnc seiies 
A number of finite sums of Kampe de Fenet's double hypergeometric polynomials in 
terms of different kinds of single hypergeometric polynomials of higher order, are 
obtained Some known results of Manocha and Sharma [9], [10], Munot [11], Palhan [12], 
Qureshi [15], Qureshi and Pathan [16] and Srivastava [26] are deduced as special cases A 
result of Pathan [13. page 316 (1 2)] is also corrected here 
1. Introduction 
A unification of Lauricella's fourteen tnple hypergeometric functions F^,..., F^^ 
[7, pages 113-114], the extended F^. function of Sharma [20, page 613 (2)] and 
three additional functions H^, Hg and H^- of Srivastava [22, pages 99-100, see 
also 23 and 25] was introduced by Srivastava [24, page 428] m the form of a 




ni.n.p = 0 [" im + n+p[^ i m + nl^ ]ii+p[^ 1 p-l 
[c]Jc']„[c"]p x"' y" z' 
' Department of Mathematics, Ahgarh Muslim University, Ahgarh-202001, India 
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(1.1) 
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where (a) is the abbreviation for the array of A parameters a^ dj, , a^ It is to 
be noted here that there are A of the (a) parameters, fi of the (6) parameters and 
so on Thus [a]^ is interpreted as 
, = 1 , = 1 Ma,J 
(12) 
with similar interpretations for [b], [c], et cetera It will be assumed throughout 
the paper that the absence of parameters shown by horizontal dashes mean that 
there exists no parameter, and in that case, from (1 2), the conventional value of 
an empty product will be unity, 1 e , 
Also, numerator parameters like (a), (b), (b'), {b") et cetera may be zero or 
negative integers, but the denominator parameters like {d), {e) et cetera are not 
allowed to be zero or negative integers 
The region of convergence of the above triple power series (1 1) is given in the 
recent literature [3, page 156, see also 4, page 40] 
The main object of the present paper is to obtain the following finite sum of 
Snvastava's general triple hypergeometnc series in terms of Kampe de Fenet's 
double hypergeometnc senes [1, page 150] 
y ( ^)" j7(3) 
H = 0 
{a') ( a ) , ( g ' ) , - -n,{d),~m + n,{g),{c), 
X, y, z 
ib') {b),{h'),- {e),{h),{f), 
[b]Ab']^[e]„ 
(g ' ) {a' + m),{c),-m,{l-e-m),{g), 
{h') {b' + m),{f),{l-d-m),(h), 
^H) D-ty^ X (13) 
where each of the parameters ( J ) = (^1, fi?2> ^^D] ne^d not be an integer Also 
the variable x should not be zero The notation used here for Kampe de Fenet's 
double series is due to Burchnall and Chaundy [2, page 112] 
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Some finite sums for hypergeometric polynomials of Krall and Frink, Rainville, 
Gegenbauer, generalized Rice, Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre, Bateman, Generalized 
Laguerre and Jacobi are deduced as special cases of (1.3). A number of known 
results are also obtained from our main result in Section 3. 
2. Proof of the main result (1.3) 
Consider the series 
{a') :: (a); {g'); -: -n.{d); -m + n,{g)- {c); 
{b')::{b)-{n---ie);ih);{f); 
y^z 
n m — r 
y y " [a]r-,.[a' + P]r^s[d]r[g]s[g' + P]st ^ ( _ x £ : y 
Now using the finite triple series identity of Srivastava [26, page 95] 
m n m — n m m — s m~r — s 
Y. L H M^^n,r,s)= Y, E Z A{m,n + r,r,s) 
/? = 0/- = 0 i = 0 s = 0 r = 0 « = 0 
and many Pochhammer's identities like 
[d]„.^s=[d], 
( - « - . ) , = (-!) 
[1 











„ , f W\ph']p[c]pzP f W+p]Aa],[g'+p]\g], {-y) 
p 
E 
^o[b']p[h'],[f],P\^o[b]s[b' + p],[h]Ah'+p], s\ 
[a' + P + s]^[a + s],[d]X " ' y V D I ' " ~ ' 
- r — s^ 
.=0 [h + s],[b' + p + sJMri-Km - r - s)\ „-_ 
(2.4) 
•sn|noyBO jBuouBjado jo poqpui aqi ^ q paurejqo SBM qorqM 
(5-e) 
X + i( 
^ — 7 ) (V .Tc/ 
'.3 'w + p v^.(^ + :^ 
' (a+X)»(c / ) - ( i /+ X) 
«v / ^,\ w ( / ' )" ' (")J-) l"^ 
- ¥ + I :<' + I :-
\v :: p 
0 = " 
(C>'^ "i7 {IU~) 
[(eT) 65 
3§Bd '3x] uBqiBj JO j|ns9j UMOID[ B 13§ 3M '[(g) ggj aSnd 'gx] sjBnuouA|od sjqooBf 
JO uonmijap aqi Suisn puB A|qBiTns sa^q^uBA puB sjajsniBJBd SmjsnfpB '(£'l) ui 
Q = ,H = ,D = D=J = a = aV^'s\ = H = 3 = D = ,a = y=V Sumas 
•[(ge) uoijETibs 081 aS^d 9x] uBqiBj 
puB iqsajn^ jo ijnsaj UMOID} B J3§ 3M '(t'T) u i x = i / = £) = 3^  = Q §UI>(BX 
9A1JBMJ3P [BUOTJOBJJ JO poqj3U] 3q} Aq pauTBjqo SBM qotqM 
(^e) 
,-a(H 
;(-§•) ' ( M / — 5 - X) ' M / -
H+aj0+3 + \_ '[•'] 
,x"'[p] 




0 = " 
" (m- ) 
[(91) eeZ aS^d 'ox] BUiJBqs 
puB BqoouBp\i JO jjnsaj UMOUJJ B 9ABq 3A\ '(Z'i) ui 0 = ff = K Sui^^J UQ 
•UOTJBindlUBUI S3TJ3S 
JO poqiaui Suisn qns9i 9UIBS 9qj psAuap [55 9SBd '93] BABJSBAUS 9|TqM 'sanbiuqoai 
sn|no|BO jBUOi]BJ9do Suisn [xx] JOunjAj Aq paureiqo SBM (£•£) qns9J 9qi 'pBj uj 
[(/.) t723 s^Bd 'g] puq puooas jo jBtuiouApd s jpddy si ^j 9J3qM 
(e-e) 
[^ 'X '.q + I'D + I'.w - u ' t/- ;p]^ J^ T7 
() = " 
2 '(q+iy{iu-q-) 
[(iVL) 56 
9§Bd '93 osjB 99S '(i"2) X69 sS^d 'xx] )ounj^ jo jjns9J UMOU?[ B 9ABq 9A\ '[(g) 553 
9SBd '8x] siBnnouAjod sjqooBf jo uoijimjap aq} §UTsn 'sjgtguiBJBd jo ju9ui)snfpB 
9iqBjTns SuqBiu puB '(^e) u io = 5 = (7 = ffPUEl = / / = ? = K §unJ3S 
iqs3jn^ I jA^  pire pqojAl M 3 08f 
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Setting A = E = H = I and B = D = G = Om (3.2), and making suitable 
adjustment of parameters, using the definition of Jacobi's polynomials [18, page 
255 (8)], we have a known result of Munot [11, page 691 (2 1); see also 26, page 
95 (7.13)] 
„ = o n\{m-ny 
( l + f l ) „ , ^""^^^ "^^ \y+x 
(3 3) 
where Fj is Appell's polynomial of second kind [5, page 224 (7)]. 
In fact, the result (3.3) was obtained by Munot [11] using operational calculus 
techniques, while Snvastava [26, page 95] derived the same result using method of 
series manipulation. 
On taking A = B = 0 m (3.2), we have a known result of Manocha and 
Sharma[10, page233(16)] 
n = 0 
1 + l^H 
+ «,(g)-. 
i + t + c 
_ih), 
-m, (1 — e — m), (g ) ; 
(-1) D-L y 
(1 0,(M, 
(3.4) 
which was obtained by the method of fractional derivative 
Taking D = E = G = H = \ in (3 4), we get a known result of Qureshi and 
Pathan [16, page 180 equation (3.5)]. 
Setting A=A' = B' = C = E = H=\2indB = D = F=G = G' = H' = Q 
m (1.3), adjusting parameters and variables suitably and using the definition of 
Jacobi's polynomials [18, page 255 (8)], we get a known result of Pathan [12, page 
59 (2.3)] 
£ I z ^ f (3) 
/i = 0 n\ 
d :: a; -; -: -n; -m + rt; c; 
x,y,z 
b .•.-;-•,-•. I + e;\ + h, -; 
mU~)'"(a) (d) \d+m,c; 
il+h)„{b)Jl + e), b + m; 
pie h) y - X 
y + X 
(3.5) 
which was obtained by the method of operational calculus 
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Again, setting A' = B' = C = A=E = H=^1, B = G' ^ H' = D = F = 0, 
;hanging n, m mto m, « in (1 3) and making suitable adjustment of parameters 
and variables, we obtain 
^ ( " ) m ^ ( 3 ) 
a b, -, ~ -m, m — n, c — b, 
- , - , - \ + e,\ + h, 
(1 +e + hh„{a)n{b)„ 
(1 +e)„{\+h)„{l + e + h)„{c)„\l+z 2^1 
1 + z ' 1 + z ' 1 + r 
a + n, c — b. 
I + z 
^c + n, 
(3 6) 
which IS the correct form of the following result of Pathan [13, page 316 (1 2)] 
fo) 
m'(« - w) ' 
a b, , ~ -m, m — n, c — b, 
1 + Z ' 1 + 2 1 + Z 
c - , - , ' \ + e,l + h, 
(1 + e + h)^„{a)„{b)„ 
( l + e ) „ ( l +h)„{l+e + h)„{c)„\l+^ 
a + n, c — b, 
2^1 1 + Z 
_c + n, 
(3 7) 
Also, m (3 6) taking z •= 0 and z = x m conjunction with the use of a 
transformation of Pathan [14, page 372 (1 3)] we may obtain two other correct 
forms of the results of Pathan [13, page 317 (3 2, 3 4)] 
When A = E = H = 0 and B = D = G = 1 in (3 2), we have a known result 
ofQureshi[15,page48(3 3 13)] 
L r^^s t ""^ -f^ + «' d, g, b, X, }] 






.1 ~ d - m, 
where ^3 is Appell's polynomial of third kind [5, page 224 (8)] 
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When A=B = D=G = 0, E = H=lm (3.2), using the definition of gener-
ahzed Laguerre's polynomials [18, page 200 (1)] and Jacobi's polynomials [18, 
page 255 (8)], we get a known result of Manocha and Sharma [9, page 475 (33)] 
t :^f, ";^ "L!,->(x)Liti,(j.) 
= 0 ( 1 + 0 . 
(1 + -i^^ + yVPi^ y + X 
(3 9) 
The result (3.9) was also obtained by Qureshi and Pathan [16, page 181 equation 
(3 8)] using the process of confluence [8, page 48 (§3.5)]. 
Setting >! = £' = / / = £) = 0, B = G = l m (3.2), mabng suitable adjustment 
of parameters and variables, using definitions of Humbert function G^ [5, page 
226 (25)J and thereafter using Krall and Fnnk's simple Bessel polynomials y,„{z) 
and generalized Bessel polynomials y„{a,b,z) [6, see also 18, pages 293-294 
(1.2)1 and Rainville's polynomials </>„,(c, z) [18, page 294 (3)], we get three more 
relations in the form 
1 ^ 0 , 
« = 0 




I —ffj ) 
y r -^0 , f -w + n, -n; a + m - 1, b; z, -xc] 
(-xc)"' [ z 









In (3 2), putting G = H = 2, E = D = 0 and using the definition of gener-
alized Rice polynomials Hj,^ '''[g, h, v] [27, page 73 (1 1); see also 19], we have 
ItHLkp 
« = 0 n\ 
(a): -n; ~m + n,\ + a + b + m. 
x,y 
{b);-;l + a, h; (3.13) 
m\x"'[a]^ 
{l + a)Jb], 
.ffii h) 
.h'-
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Setting D = E = 0, H-=G=lin (3.2), making suitable adjustment of param-
;ters and variables and then using the definition of Gegenbauer's polynomials 
:„«(x) [18, page 279 (15)], we have 
E^f 
n = 0 n\ 
(a)' - « ; - m + n,2g + m, 
ib);^,g + ^: 
X, V 
(3.14) 
Similarly setting G = E = D = 0, / / = 1 m (3 2) and using the definition of 
Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre polynomials R^igyV) [21, page 54 (48)], we have 
t^-^f 
H = 0 
(a)' -n; -m + n, 
(b): -; m + h; 
x,y 
(3 15) 
When D = G = £ = 0, / / = 2 i n (3.2), adjusting parameters and variables 
suitably and then using the definition of Bateman's polynomials Jl^''\v) [17, 
page 721], we obtain 
f ^ ^ f 
n\ 
{a): -n; -m + n; 
2 2 
X , y 
,2m + s 
{ 5 ) : - ; g + l , / j + | + l , 
[ a ]„m!r (g + l ) r f / i + f + 1 
y'\b\j[h^\^m + \ 
righ)! y. 
(3 16) 
When D = E = G = H=lin (3.2), adjusting parameters suitably and usmg 
the definition of Rainville's polynomials 4/^{h,g.x) [18, page 302 (ex 3)], we 
ive 
lizaik. 
n = 0 
, , 1 1 1 1 
(a ) : -n, 2 + 2 ^ ' ~'^'^ "'2~2' 
x,y 
(bYh;h- (3 17) 
[b], '-x'"4'Jh 
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ON A TRANSFORMATION OF KAMPE DE FERIET'S 
DOUBLE HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
M.I. Qureshi and Ch. Wall Hohd 
(received 21 May 1985) 
1. Introduction 
Let F\l' ' denote the Kampfi de FSriet's double hypergeometric 
function [l, p. 150] m the modified notation of Snvastava and Panda 
[6, pp 423(26), 424(27), see also 7, p. 23(1.2,1.3)], defined by 
•» E K ) ] [(bj] [(dj] x'" jy" 
m,n=o [(e„)] [(g'„)] [(^„)] m'. n! 
(1.1) 
where (a,) and [(a,)] will mean the sequence a , a a. and 
4 /I m+n 1 2 A 
the product ( a j . . . ( a . ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . Thus [ ( a , ) ] i s to be 
^ 1 m+n A'm*n r J LV ^ ^ J ^ 
i n t e r p r e t e d as 
A A r(a.+m) 
[ ( a , ) ] ^ = F ( a . ) ^ = r i , (1 2) 
^ '" t = l '- " t= l r (a^) 
with sinular interpretations for ib„) , (c- ) et cetera. 
For convergencs of the double hypergeometric series (1.1), we have 
either 
( i ) A+BSE + G, A+D<E + H and max{ | 2 ; | , (j /(} < « , 
o r ( i i ) A+B = E + G+1, A+D=:E + H*1 and 
Math. Chronicle 14(1985), 49-53. 
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\ \ x \ ^ + \y\ < 1 i f 4 > fl 
raax{ [J:[ , liyjl < 1 i f A i E 
The mam object of the p resen t paper i s to ob ta in the following 
formula by means of s e r i e s manipula t ions . 
If Re(a+e-l) > 0, Re(c- l) > 0, Re(a+b+d+e-l) > 0 and la;| < 1, 
then 
S = F 
' 2 . 1.1 
'a*b-a+d*e, a*b+d+e-l :a, b, d, e. 
a+d, 
,, , l-a-b-d-e -, 




a*e , c. 
-\x (1 3 
A known rebult of Bailey [2, p. 383(7.4)] is deduced as a special 
case of our formula (1.3). A reduction formula involving the product of ) 
two Gauss's hypergeometric functions [4, p. 45(1)] is also given in sectio 
3 
2. Proof 
If we express the left hand side of (1.3) m power series form (1.1), 
use a series manipulation formula [4, p. 56(1)] 
\ A{m,n) - \ \ A{m-n,n) , 
ir,n=o m=o n=o 
anj summation theorem [3, p 56(1), see also 2, p 378(2 1)] 
-m, X, y , z; 
•t- 3 1 






-m, u-x, u-y, z. 
l-v-rn+z, l-w-m+z, u; 
(where u+v+w = x+y+z-nn-l) , we have, after little simplification. 
(2.2) 
~ m (a+b+d*e-l) (a+b-o+d+e) (b+d) x 
_ _ r Y w+n m rn_ 
m=0 n=0 (a+e) (a) m\ 
i-m) id) (a+6-(3+if) 
n n n 
n\{a+d) {b+d] (a+b-a+d+e) 
n n n 
(2.3) 
Now, using [4, p. 57(2)], Whipple's theorem for nontermmating series 
[4, p. 90, Th. 32(1)] 
3'2 
a, b, o; 
\+a-h, 1+a-c; 
[l-x] 3'2 





(such that neither (a-fc) nor (a-c) nor a js a negative integer) and 
interpreting the result thus obtained with the help of (1.1), we get 
5 = (l-x)'-^-^-'^-V-''^"' 
2--o;] 
•a*b*d+e-l a+b+d*e -L j j -u j 
, ^ : a-b-d; d, a*b-a+a; , 2 
a+e, o -, a+d; (l-a;)2 ' U-x)^ 
[2.5) 
which on using the reduction formula 
^p.-i;2 
' a: o; 1 
a ,...,a : g-d-e; d, e; 
1 V " 
- 1 Q 
X, T F p+2 q+l 




gLven in Srxvastavd and KarlSbon [S, p. 28, eqn. (34]], gives the rirht 
hand side of (1.3). 
3. Some deductions 
When d - a - b and e - i - b, (1.3) reduces to the product of two 
Gauss's ordinary hypergeometric functions [4, p. 45(1)] m terms of 











2 ' 2 • -4x 
l+a~b, a, a*a-b, (l-^;)' 
(3.1 
which is the known result of Bailey [2, p. 383(7.4)]. 
1 ' 2 ' 2 
When a = b •<• d m ( 1 . 3 ) , we have a reduc t ion formula oi F ' ' mi 
tenns of ^F^ 
,1 . '2;2 a*b+d+e-l la, b; d, e; 
a+d 
X, X 
: b+d; a+e; 
na+b+d+e-l a+btd-te 
- (1-r)^—^-«'-V3 2 ' 2 
a+e, a*d, b+d; 




which is believed to be new. 
When a = a •>• b and d = 0, (1.3) reduces m the form of a known 
transformation (2.4). 
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